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1.0 Introduction 
It is no secret that teenagers are consumers of media. How else would teens from all over 
the world be emulating one another, if not for the media’s dissemination of images? Television 
shows, movies and musicians are no longer popular solely at a national level; they have world-
wide success thanks to the far-reaching distribution of their products. For better or for worse, the 
country producing most of these products is the United States of America. 
Teens in America are watching the same shows and buying the same CDs as their coun-
terparts in Copenhagen and elsewhere. Teens in America and Copenhagen in large part dress 
similarly, use the same slang and share common interests in regards to media use. Television 
programming in Denmark includes countless American shows and films. 
Television in Denmark is to a high degree influenced by American television. For exam-
ple, some Danish TV-Channels, such as TV 3, TV3+, and Kanal 5, broadcast almost solely 
American TV-shows. In the randomly selected week of April 18 – 24, 63% of listed program-
ming shown on the eight Danish television channels was American shows or films.1 For the three 
channels listed above, American shows accounted for well over 80% of all programming. Addi-
tionally, it could be argued that several current Danish shows are simply reinterpretations of 
popular American shows. Examples include Hyret Eller Fyret and Kontrakten med Don Ø as re-
interpretations of the highly successful American show The Apprentice. As a result, Danish tele-
vision has become a bearer and transmitter of American cultural elements. 
American culture holds a certain status among youth cultures and seems very familiar to 
youths from mediated experiences (Stald in Stald & Tufte (eds) 2002). Young people also per-
ceive American culture as being more modern, trendier and generally more “cool.” American 
media is often perceived as more professional and more entertaining in the eyes of youths (ibid.). 
Today, we all live in a “mediatized” society. Media and communication technology are 
now integrated and natural parts of our daily lives. The media play an increasing, some might 
even say overwhelming, part in the way individuals think and perceive their surroundings and 
thus what we do and how we act in all contexts of life (Schrøder 2003: vii). 
The aim of this report is to explore the impact and effect of American media and the as-
pects of American culture it portrays to Danish youth. We will explore how our target audience 
                                                 
1
 Channels included are DR1, DR2, TV2, TV2 Zulu, TV3, TV3+, TV Danmark and Kanal 5. Program listings are 
taken from Urban (18/04/05 – 21/04/05) and Politiken (22/04/05 – 24/04/05). Numbers are calculated from pro-
gramming listings only, and do not represent 24 hour time spans. Some channels do not air programming for all 24 
hours. 
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(male ninth grade students living in the Greater Copenhagen area) perceives these cultural ele-
ments and how they incorporate them into their everyday lives. 
1.1 Motivation 
The motivation for this report stems in large part from our everyday experiences and ob-
servations. Whether walking the streets of Copenhagen, riding the trains, or watching television, 
the influences of American culture can be seen everywhere. 
Our group consists of an American guest student and another who has American citizen-
ship and family in America. As someone coming to Denmark for the first time, our guest student 
was surprised by the abundance of American influence and by how much Copenhagen reminded 
him of “home.” That he could still watch the same television shows, see the same movies and 
hear much of the same music was unexpected. 
Most surprising were the similarities between the youth of Copenhagen and the youth of 
America and we are interested in exploring why so many of them are influenced by aspects of 
American culture. 
Our target group’s generation has extensive access to American culture, as they are the 
first generation to grow up with the Internet (Drotner 2000). Chris Abbot2 in fact contends that 
“the Internet has replaced Hollywood as the dominant symbol of US cultural imperialism” (Stald 
in Stald & Tufte (eds), 2002: 100-101). While this may be true, our own findings (to be ex-
panded on later) show that television is still the most consistently used media form amongst our 
target group, thus our focus on television. 
As a group, there are certain assumptions we hold that also serve as motivation to this re-
port. One hypothesis is that although media influences young audiences, the audiences them-
selves to a large extent choose what elements they want to be exposed to. For example, we be-
lieve that our target group, although influenced by American culture, will incorporate and trans-
form certain characteristics of that culture to fit their own lives. 
At the same time, the media does have some influence on how audiences perceive their 
surroundings and the world, especially if the audience has not had any personal experiences in a 
certain area. The American television shows aired in Denmark can create or reproduce an image 
of Americans and their culture and lifestyle which our target group cannot confirm or reject if 
they have no personal experiences in this area. They may simply believe that what is shown in 
the media is true. 
                                                 
2
 British senior lecturer in ICT in Education at the University of London. 
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Another assumption about our target group is that male ninth grade students are used to 
using many different kinds of media, and they often use them at the same time. This is a very 
media-savvy group. Secondly, and due in part to their media knowledge, we hypothesize that 
ninth grade students have a quite varied, informed and reflected view upon the world today. 
They are aware of many issues - political, cultural and social. 
1.2 Cardinal Question 
How do ninth grade male students in Greater Copenhagen perceive and experience 
American culture through the Danish TV media? 
1.3 Sub-Questions 
To fully explore our cardinal question, the following research questions were formulated 
as a result of our preliminary survey: 
• What stereotypes of American culture are transmitted via American programming in the 
 Danish media? 
• What is the significance of television as a transmitter of American culture? 
1.4 Delimitation 
When studying a certain group of people’s media experiences, it is necessary to explicate 
how we understand the relation between media and audiences. The media that we focus on is 
TV, which can be said to be an interactive media (Schrøder 2003: 366). The interactivity refers 
to the way the user decides to access programming. The media audiences today are active in their 
use of media and often juggle many different media at the same time. But J.F Jensen3 also points 
out the interaction between the user and the provider, especially when it comes the sharing of 
cultural meanings (2003: 367). This is based on the understanding of communication as a dia-
logue where both the producer and the user are active when it comes to how they understand and 
create meaning of information (2003: 3pp). Our focus is solely on the users of media. We do not 
intend to go in depth with a “textual” analysis of the content of the media, but instead concen-
trate on how the young males orientate and make sense of the media in their everyday lives. In 
our analysis, we will demonstrate the meanings offered by the media texts through the students’ 
descriptions. This means that we focus on the reception of the TV-media and not on the produc-
tion of the media, since we are interested in how the audience constructs meaning through a TV-
program experience. 
                                                 
3
 Danish professor in Interactive Media at Aalborg University Center. 
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We realize that not all perceptions about America and American culture come by way of 
the media. As teens tend to be easily influenced by those around them, their opinions on America 
can conceivably be shaped by their family and friends. If our subjects have close friends or fam-
ily members who have spent time in America, or just have strong opinions about America, this 
can of course influence their views, both positively and negatively. 
Our study of the media’s influence on the audience partly comprises the ways in which 
media influences the audience’s social behavior and cultural identity, but we will not go in depth 
with psychological theories about how young people construct their identities as this is beyond 
our scope. We will therefore not be analyzing the students’ individual identity, but instead we 
will clarify how they themselves express possible identification with the media texts. According 
to some media scholars, it is best to use a cautious approach when relating media use to ques-
tions of identity (Tufte in Kivikuru (ed) 2001). 
It is also important to consider the context of the viewing situation, and how the audi-
ence’s social, cultural and personal circumstances form the use and interpretation of the media. 
This we will do by including existing research with a similar focus, which also takes into consid-
eration factors of gender, age and social status. However, it is not the objective of our analysis to 
describe socio-cultural patterns in their interpretation and use of media. 
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2.0 Structure 
 In the chapters that follow, we will discuss our research into relevant theories and previ-
ous studies. We will attempt to summarize the theories that are relevant to our report. From 
there, we will elaborate on our target group and the criteria that were considered in selecting 
ninth grade males in the Greater Copenhagen area as the focus of our study. 
 Next, we will delve into the methods and results of both our quantitative research in the 
form of surveys, and our qualitative research in the form of focus groups. We will discuss usage 
of the ‘funnel model’ in conducting our interviews. We will also touch on the topics of general-
ity, reliability and the validity of our research. As part of the Method chapter, we will describe 
the structure of our survey and our focus group interviews, as well as our recording and analysis 
of these interviews. Next will be a discussion of the results of our initial survey on our respon-
dents' media use. 
 From those results, three video clips will be selected for inclusion in the focus group in-
terview. We will include a detailed description of these clips, starting with the specific clips 
themselves and then expanding to more general information about the different genres selected. 
Our motivation for selecting these clips will also be covered. 
 After discussing the clips, we will analyze the results of our two focus group interviews. 
We will start with the results of a short informational questionnaire that was handed to our re-
spondents at the beginning of the focus groups. From there, we will discuss the various general 
perceptions of America and American culture that were brought up in the interviews. After ana-
lyzing these perceptions, we will then focus on how the students interact with the media and how 
they approach different types of TV genres. 
 Following the focus group analysis, we will have a discussion on the relationship be-
tween media consumption and perceptions of America. Here we will go in depth with how TV 
influences the opinions of the informants, and we will also go in depth with a local-global per-
spective on how young people through the use of media incorporate the global into their local 
lives. 
 Finally, our report will end with a conclusion on the results of our report. 
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3.0 Theory 
In this chapter we will describe our theoretical approach. We will explain the different theories 
that will be used in the analysis of our empirical data and will also explain how we find these 
theories useful in accentuating different aspects of the spread and influence of media. 
3.1 Culture 
In this study we refer to the expressions of American culture in the media texts. The me-
dia texts can be seen as expressions of different aspects of American culture. By this we refer to 
Thomas Hylland Eriksen4 & Torunn Arntsen Sørheims5 distinction between different levels of 
culture, for example social culture which includes conceptions of societal issues, and a more 
‘daily life’ culture which includes traditions, habits and practices. We inquire about the target 
group’s insight into different aspects of American culture by asking questions and showing them 
selected TV clips on various topics. 
We seek to convey how the male students perceive and experience American culture 
through the media. In other words, how they define American culture and how they define any 
differences to their own culture. This is based on our understanding of cultures as constructed 
meanings and practices that are negotiable in a certain group but also in between groups of peo-
ple. So a group’s culture has its effect when confronted with another group that considers itself 
as being culturally different. At the same time we are also aware of the complexity of cultures 
and how cultures mix across time and space, which to a great extent happens because of global-
ization. 
When we refer to American culture in this report, we refer to a culture related to America 
as a territory but at the same time a culture from which images are spread throughout the world 
through the media. We are mainly interested in how the students define American culture: what 
they through their preferences perceive as being American and how American culture manifests 
itself in their practices of everyday life. However, we are also aware of possible differences in 
our understanding of cultures as dynamic and the students’ understanding of cultures as more 
essential. 
                                                 
4
 Norwegian professor at the Institute and Museum of Anthropology at Oslo University. 
5
 Norwegian researcher at the Institute of Medical Anthropology at Oslo University.  
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3.2 Media Globalization 
Globalization is a broadly used term and encompasses political, economic and cultural 
dynamics on both a local and transnational level. We will mainly focus on globalization in rela-
tion to the spread of media and how media spreads certain images. Stig Hjarvard6 explains how 
globalized media is both a consequence of globalization but also a constituent factor of processes 
of globalization (Hjarvard 2003: 40pp). Without globalization, there would be no American me-
dia presence in Denmark. Through the spread of American media, Danish youth become aware 
of ‘new worlds’ such as America and American culture. In this regard, media can be said to have 
three different functions. First, media transports meaning from sender to receiver over time and 
space. Secondly, media produces an awareness and insight into worlds beyond local horizons 
and finally, the global communication structure has impact on the structuring of the power of 
media (2003: 40-45). 
Our focus in this report is related to a more subjective aspect of the globalization of me-
dia in the sense that our objective is to uncover how media affects the student’s awareness and 
perceptions of American culture, but also how they describe their interaction with and the influ-
ence of the mediated American culture. 
3.3 Deterritorialization of Cultural Experience 
John Tomlinson7 describes the interaction between the local and the global in relation to 
cultural transformation. This perspective is useful in our analysis of television's influence on the 
students’ cultural experiences, since we hereby are able to exemplify how cultures intermingle 
and influence each other creating processes of transculturalization. In the following section we 
will describe Tomlinson’s theoretical terms: deterritorialization, mediated communication and 
hybridization. 
According to Tomlinson, globalization is transforming the relationship between the 
places we inhabit and our cultural practices, experiences and identities. Part of this process he 
refers to as deterritorialization of cultural experience, which is the dissolvement of the “natural” 
relation between a certain culture and a certain geographical or social territory (Tomlinson 1999: 
106-107). The impact of deterritorialization of cultural experience can be seen everywhere in 
developed countries, for example the exotic groceries in supermarkets, ethnic restaurants, with-
out people paying much attention to the origins of the product/service (1999: 121-127). 
                                                 
6
 Danish Ph.D. in Media Science, professor at the Department of Film & Media Studies at the University of Copen-
hagen. 
7
 British professor of Cultural Sociology at Nottingham Trent University. 
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However, possibly the most important aspect of deterritorialization of cultural experience 
is the increased consumption of media, especially in the Western World. The cultural experience 
of globalization is today not a matter of having traveled to distant places or experienced exotic 
cultures. Though increased physical mobility is an important aspect of globalization as a whole, 
the vast majority of people will not experience the impact of globalization by traveling, but in-
stead by staying at home, watching TV and thereby experiencing changes related to globaliza-
tion. (1999: 150). 
There are many opinions about the effect of deterritorialization of cultural experience. 
One is that it will be increasingly difficult to maintain a sense of “local” cultural identity. This is 
due to the fact that our daily lives will become more and more interwoven with, and penetrated 
by, influences and experiences that have their origins far away (1999: 113). Many local commu-
nities are being affected by global events. For example, when a new EU directive is created it 
can have an immense effect on the material conditions and environments of small communities 
far away from the EU headquarters where it was made. According to Tomlinson, the fact that 
events happening in far away places can have such a huge impact on local communities makes 
people include distant events and processes more routinely in their perceptions of what is signifi-
cant in their own lives. These global effects will of course be uneven in their impact. An eco-
nomic crisis might have more of an impact on peoples’ lives than distant wars; however, con-
flicts now seem more immediate and loom larger in daily experience because of the way they are 
delivered by globalizing media technologies, especially television (1999: 114-115). 
3.4 Mediated Communication and Cultural Experience 
According to Tomlinson, almost all human experience is mediated. The main medium is 
language from which we grasp and relate to the world. However, today mediated experience is 
also provided to us by modern communication technologies like telephones and the Internet and 
through mass media such as newspapers, radio, television and so on. Mediated experience is dis-
tinctly different from face-to-face experience of physical proximity within a locality and accord-
ing to Tomlinson, the experience brought on to us by telephones, television etc. occupies a dis-
tinct space in the individual’s everyday life (1999: 150-152). 
As we are dealing with the television medium in our report the following discussion re-
garding mediated communication will be about television and its role in mediating cultural ex-
perience. Television plays an important role in the deterritorialization of cultural experience, and 
to some extent expands the horizons of individuals. However, even though people seem to incor-
porate television into their daily life it still, for the most part, remains separate from the other 
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daily duties like going to work, shopping etc. As Tomlinson states, this is because local direct 
experience can be argued to have an existential priority in people’s lives. In contrast mediated 
experience “[…] because of its distanciated and ‘refractory’ nature, is likely to bear a rather 
tenuous, intermittent and selective relation to the self” (1999: 178). 
In regards to deterritorialization of cultural experience, the question then is whether tele-
mediation can give us a sense of involvement and bring us closer to distant lives and events. 
There are arguments both for and against. One argument against it is that because television is 
mainly visual, the images you see while watching it will be dissociated from the other senses. 
“The viewer sits watching them [TV images] all in the drab comfort of his own home, cut off 
from the pain, heat and smell of what is actually going on . . . All these effects serve to distance 
the viewer from what he is watching” (McLuhan in Tomlinson 1999: 173). This is, according to 
Tomlinson, part of the explanation why people can watch images of war and death without 
seeming to be particularly affected by what they watch. Also the fact that people have no control 
or possibility of intervention in the events they see, means that in some sense we feel “outside” 
of the events (Tomlinson 1999: 176). 
Tomlinson does not, however, completely agree that the television medium does not have 
the ability to involve us in distant lives and events. Some people do under certain circumstances 
achieve moral involvement with issues brought up on television. This can e.g. be seen when 
people take action after events, conditions or issues have been brought up on television. It can 
also be seen in what Tomlinson calls non-reciprocal relations of intimacy with distant others. 
This happens when pop stars, talk show hosts or events become familiar and recognizable figures 
or events that are often discussed by individuals in the course of their everyday lives (1999: 168). 
These two opposing perspectives on TV’s ability to influence the viewer are interesting in 
relation to our focus on how young Danish males perceive American culture and how they relate 
to the mediated culture. Tomlinson’s explanation of the difference in direct experiences and me-
diated experiences is an important feature in our analysis since it leads us to the question of 
whether the students refer to media as a source of their knowledge and whether or not the stu-
dents make a distinction between experiences in connection to their own daily lives as being 
more “real” and mediated experiences as more “unreal” when they describe how they relate to 
TV. It also directs our attention to how the students distinguish between their own youth culture 
situated in Denmark and the American culture(s) they experience through TV. 
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3.5 Hybridization 
Deterritorialization of cultural experience is closely connected to hybridization. 
Tomlinson states that: “The idea that globalized culture is hybrid culture has a strong intuitive 
appeal which follows directly from the notion of deterritorialization.” (1999: 141). This is due to 
the increased traffic between cultures resulting in the dissolution of the link between culture and 
place, which then results in cultures intermingling, producing new complex hybrid forms of cul-
ture. 
There are different notions of what hybridization is. Jan Nederveen Pieterse8 defines hy-
bridization as the ways in which forms become separated from existing practices and recombine 
with new forms in new practices (Pieterse in Featherstone 1995: 49). Tomlinson argues that it 
should be understood as the ongoing condition of all human cultures, which contains no zones of 
purity because they undergo continuous processes of “transculturation” – a two-way borrowing 
and lending between cultures (Tomlinson 1999: 143). Even though it is expressed a bit differ-
ently, they are more or less saying the same. Both of them agree that there are no “pure” cultures, 
meaning that cultures have always borrowed from each other. Things that we perceive and take 
for granted as being Danish might have their origins in Germany, Sweden or America without 
anyone knowing or caring about it. 
The result of this, according to Pieterse, is that identity patterns become more complex 
when people want to share global values and practices but still assert local loyalties. When peo-
ple commit themselves to several communities or practices at the same time it can be defined as 
“multiple identities” (Pieterse in Featherstone 1995: 49-52). This can be seen in phenomena such 
as American rap music performed by Danish artists, European girls dressed in oriental clothes, 
Chinese burger restaurants in London or European trance music in Asia. 
In the past, hybridization has mostly been considered a negative thing and has been 
thought of as the loss of purity, wholeness or authenticity. Pieterse explains that this has a lot to 
do with how culture is viewed. According to him, there are two ways of looking at the concept of 
culture. One way of looking at culture is seeing it as being essentially territorial. This notion of 
culture goes back to nineteenth-century romanticism and views culture as being the culture of a 
society or social group. It assumes that culture stems from a learning process that is mainly local-
ized. The other way of looking at culture, views culture as a general human “software.” This no-
tion of culture is implicit in theories of evolution and diffusion and mainly views culture as a 
translocal learning process.s These two ways of looking at culture are, however, not incompati-
ble. What differentiates them is their different view on the historical processes of culture forma-
                                                 
8
 Dutch professor of Sociology at the University of Illinois. 
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tion (1995:55-61). Pieterse defines some of the major differences between the two views on cul-
ture as being: 
 
Territorial culture   Translocal culture 
societies, nations, empires  diasporas, migrations 
locales, regions   crossroads, borders, interstices 
community-based   networks, strangers 
organic, unitary   diffusion, heterogeneity 
authenticity    translation 
inward looking   outward looking 
community linguistics  contact linguistics 
race     half-caste, mixed-breed 
ethnicity    new ethnicity 
identity    identification, new identity. 
                                                                                                                      (1995:61)                              
 
These two different views on culture can also be seen in the different ways people experi-
ence globalization. According to Pieterse, you can look at globalization as either leading to ho-
mogenization or diversification/hybridization. The view of globalization as homogenization can 
be seen as the rather old/traditional view of globalization as cultural imperialism (from the 
West9), whereas the view of globalization as being hybridization sees globalization as a more 
fluid process going several ways, not just from the Western World to the rest of the world (1995: 
62). 
With the hybridization concept in mind, we are able to describe, from what the students 
tell us about their interaction with elements of American culture. Do they mix cultures? Do they 
make a distinction between what they perceive as their own culture and an American culture? Do 
they adopt certain symbols and meanings from another culture? 
3.6 Cosmopolitanism 
Another theoretical perspective we would like to include is Ulf Hannerz’s10 description of 
how people relate in different ways to processes of globalization. In many ways, Hannerz’s the-
ory corresponds with Tomlinson. They both deal with the cultures of the local and the global, but 
one aspect that we believe Hannerz is able to contribute is his focus on how subjects deal with 
globalization and how changes in the world have an impact on how subjects think and live. 
                                                 
9
 This perspective is for example expressed in theories on Americanization that assumes that the American media 
power and its cross-cultural influences will lead to trivialization, standardization, and commercialized monoculture 
etc. This view on cultural homogenization has been criticized for not being sensitive enough to tendencies such as 
hybridity (Hjarvad 2003:60pp) 
10
 Swedish professor of Social Anthropology at the University of Stockholm. 
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Globalization is often explained in relation to the local and the global, thereby seeing the 
two as opposites, as continuity and change (Hannerz 1996: 19). The local is related to what is 
going on locally in our everyday lives. It is what we experience in face-to-face encounters, it is 
what we can taste, touch, and smell (1996: 26). However, Hannerz points out that the local is not 
an autonomous place with an integrity of its own. The local is also influenced and shaped by the 
outside. In relation to our focus, this encounter between the local and the global means that the 
local is also a place of news images, music videos and sitcoms, which makes people able to 
switch between a more local and a more global orientation. This could have some implications 
for how the students imagine and perceive any differences and similarities between their every-
day lives and America and American culture. 
The transnational connections, which are a part of globalization, lead to interconnected-
ness between cultures, but they also lead to cultures without a connection to a certain territory 
(1996: 102pp). Hannerz describes this as “transnational cultures.” However, some of these trans-
national cultures are related to a physical center often localized in Europe and North America. 
This means that, through the mobility of transnational cultures, people are able to enter and in-
teract with a certain territorial culture without having to physically move anywhere. 
The degree to which people are willing to engage and experience other cultures creates a 
distinction between the local and the cosmopolitan. These two categories should not be mistaken 
with specific actions or a specific life style; they are rather a state of mind and a mode of manag-
ing meaning (1996: 102). In other words, moving around in the world and staying in different 
places does not necessarily create a cosmopolitan. Hannerz instead describes cosmopolitanism as 
both an orientation entailing openness towards divergent cultural experiences, but also as a cul-
tural competence or the ability to enter and maneuver in other contrasting cultures (1996: 103). 
This means that cosmopolitanism is a matter of varieties and levels. Hannerz describe how the 
cosmopolitan can either pick elements from other cultures to include in his or hers repertoire, or 
does not distinguish between different elements and includes the other culture as a package deal 
(1996: 104). However, cosmopolitans do not, in spite of their involvement with several cultures, 
commit to any certain one, they are always able to engage or disengage from a culture. They are 
mobile, footloose people always on the move. In this regard, it should be mentioned that even 
though Hannerz describes cosmopolitans as a significant group of people, then it would probably 
be difficult, maybe even impossible, to find an individual with this disposition. So, if the cosmo-
politan is an ideal type, how can it be useful in our analysis of a group of students’ perception of 
American culture through the media? 
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In our analysis we are interested in uncovering the students’ attitudes and perceptions, the 
cosmopolitan disposition can in this regard help us understand how they approach their sur-
rounding world. Through the consumption of media that is a part of a different culture, there is 
the possibility that everybody can now become partly cosmopolitan without having to leave ones 
home. 
3.7 Stereotypes 
A person’s experiences determine how the person perceives the world. It is on the basis 
of personal and social experiences, that images of other cultures and stereotypes are based. 
Stereotypes are simplifications of “reality” that are used for orientation in daily life (Jensen 
1998: 106), but stereotypes are also certain images that are being depicted over and over again 
(Agger et al. 1990: 118). These two dimensions are not necessarily linked, but it is often the 
case. The content of the stereotype has to do with certain prejudices, myths etc. that create a cer-
tain image. The form of the stereotype has to do with the format of how something is being por-
trayed (ibid.). Some texts come in certain standardized formats, which are able to activate spe-
cific conceptions and comprehensions that are more general and therefore also more or less 
stereotypical. Jørgen Stiegel11 describes this by exemplifying how jokes about mother-in-laws 
involve both a stereotypical image of the person and a certain stereotypical presentation. In order 
to get the joke, you must be able to recognize the image and the genre (Stiegel in Agger et al. 
1990: 119). 
Stereotypes can be distinguished in regards to the degree of “truthfulness” or their degree 
of distortions and generalizations. Some images have no foundation in any “truths” and create 
one dimensional stereotypes of other cultures and other people. Other stereotypes might contain 
certain facts, but they are exceeded by the intention of, for example, moralizing, idealizing or 
condemning these facts (1990: 41). It is important to mention here that individuals’ stereotypes 
are not fixed; they can be altered with the achievement of new knowledge and personal experi-
ences (Jensen 1998: 106). 
By focusing on stereotypes in our analysis we wish to uncover the experiences, knowl-
edge, attitudes, and positions that are expressed concerning the categorization of the American 
culture, and on what the students base these perceptions. 
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 Danish professor at the Institute of Communication at Aalborg University Center. 
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4.0 Target Group 
For our report, the target group we wish to research is male ninth graders within the 
Greater Copenhagen area. We believe that this target group is of a dimension we are able to op-
erate within. The reasoning for our choice of target group will follow in this chapter. 
By choosing solely male students we avoid getting into gender differences and discus-
sions about specific male and female media receptions. We acknowledge that there are differ-
ences between the sexes regarding media use, media reception and cultural globalization and be-
lieve that gender differences are a main topic within this field. For our specific purpose however, 
we are of the opinion that getting into a gender discussion and distinguishing between male and 
female media relations would distort the research, making it too complex, with too many fields 
of interest that would burst the borders of this report. 
Stating this, we might also add that when determining our target group we had the as-
sumption that male ninth graders are more easily influenced by American culture through TV 
than their female counterparts are. 
Another argument for us to decide on male students was a practical reason. In the begin-
ning of the process of this report we were an all male group. We saw a possible problem in us 
going to interview teenage females, in that we supposed that they might not feel fully comfort-
able with discussing private issues like media use and influence with interviewers of the opposite 
sex. Furthermore, also considering the issue of gender in a relation to our method, we believed 
that a focus group consisting of teenagers of mixed gender would influence the outcome to an 
extent that would not be favorable for our report. 
The reason for choosing ninth graders was that we were assuming that youth’s relation to 
media, their use of it and its influence on them is extraordinary. We believe that teenagers first 
and foremost are the age group that had the most diverse and intensive media use. We also as-
sume that their media usage is closely connected to the formation of identity, evident at that 
point of a life period. This would then make teenagers an obvious age group to investigate, when 
accepting that cultural elements transmitted through media would have influence on the forma-
tion of identity. 
We found previous research similar to our field of interest that backed up some the as-
sumptions mentioned above. Among other points, the outcome of Gitte Stald’s12 research shows 
that there is an ongoing transnational, cultural exchange among Danish youth and that Danish 
youth are subject to an ongoing process of a constant search for identity formation (Stald in Stald 
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 Danish associate professor and lecturer in Media Science at the University of Copenhagen. 
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& Tufte (eds) 2002). Furthermore, as Kirsten Drotner13 points out in her research, young Danish 
people’s media uses are often dispersed across a wider range of media types than other age 
groups, and that young Danes, and in particular men, are the group that have the most media 
equipment in their home (Drotner 2000). 
We believe ninth grade males, meaning 14-16 year olds, as being able to engage in a fo-
cus group discussion and reflect on issues relevant to our report in a way that we could use in an 
analysis. 
All ninth graders in Denmark have compulsory school attendance. This means that by 
choosing ninth graders for our research we are getting a broad sample of informants, in that none 
of them yet has spread out to high school, craftsmanship career, boarding school etc. We pur-
posely tried to reduce demographic variables by selecting students that have the same gender, 
relative age, education level, and zip code. This is to keep the focus of our study on the media 
use of our audience and not on their demographic differences. 
Even though Denmark is a rather homogenous entity when it comes to media accessibil-
ity, distribution of media technology and media display, we had the assumption that media use, 
media influence and media perception is connected to regional communities in one way or an-
other. 
By choosing the Greater Copenhagen area, we wanted to focus on an area that would be 
more homogenous in relation to our field of interest because of its geographical narrowness. We 
wanted to avoid getting into discussions about factors that were connected to demographic dif-
ferences. We acknowledge that there are differences in media use, media reception and cultural 
globalization throughout Denmark, but as with the question of gender we delimit ourselves to 
investigate these differences in our report. 
                                                 
13
 Danish Associate Professor at the Department of Media Studies at the University of Copenhagen. 
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5.0 Method 
In this chapter we will present and argue for the different choices we have made in the 
preparation of our empirical research. First, we will present our general meta-theoretical ap-
proach, followed by an elaboration on our understanding of the terms: representativeness, reli-
ability, and validity in relation to the methodological reflections and decisions in our research. 
Finally we will go into the choices we have made regarding the design of the survey and inter-
view method. 
5.1 Meta-theoretical Approach 
Our report is primarily based on explorative research as the informants’ media habits, 
perceptions and experiences of American culture are wished uncovered. 
The knowledge we seek to gain in our research is knowledge about parts of our infor-
mants’ daily life. We perceive our informants’ statements in our interviews as being meaningful, 
independent and directly applicable for an analysis. By this we are positioning ourselves within 
the phenomenological approach, in the sense of: “[…] understanding social phenomena from the 
actors’ own perspectives, describing the world as experienced by the subjects, and with the as-
sumption that the important reality is what people perceive it to be.” (Kvale 1996: 52). 
Furthermore we are positioned within the interpretative hermeneutic approach. This ap-
proach is evident in that we are applying it to the conveyed interviews where our informants’ 
oral statements are transformed to text and interpreted by us. More specifically, this means that 
our understanding of the meaning of the interviews has developed continuously as an interaction 
between different parts of the interviews and the interview as a whole (1996: 46-47).  
5.2. Representativeness 
We have chosen to carry out a qualitative study to get a more profound and nuanced in-
sight into a selection of male nine grade students. In this connection, a crucial question is to what 
extent the results of the study can be said to apply for all male nine grade students, since we do 
not aim for statistical representation in the design of the study.  Due to this, we are aware of the 
contextual influence which applies for all qualitative studies, and therefore we will be cautious 
with making any generalizing conclusions.  At the same time, we believe that the students’ opin-
ions and perceptions can be guiding for similar situations, which can be argued for in the extent 
of similarities and differences with other situations (Kvale 2001: 228-229). 
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5.3 Reliability 
 Reliability deals with the quality of the craft in regard to the gathering of, and work done 
on, the empirical data. More specifically, it comprehends the systematic approach of the gather-
ing of data and the reading of the data (Halkier 2003: 11). Therefore our reflections on the plan-
ning and execution of the study’s practical method must be illustrated, and the advantages and 
disadvantages that might have had an effect on our study must be taken into consideration. For 
these reasons, we will describe the actual sequence of the focus group interviews, the work on 
the data, and the analysis of these. Reliability unfolded this way should sustain the validity. 
5.4 Validity 
A study’s validity implies that it is illustrated how the purpose of the study is fulfilled 
adequately (2003: 109). Thus, our thoughts and arguments for choices of theory, method, and 
analysis in relation to the cardinal question will appear throughout the report with the purpose of 
showing the connections between the study’s different elements. This means that it must be ac-
counted for in which way our theoretical view illuminates the topic and the analysis, and how the 
use of different empirical methods such as questionnaires and interviews can sustain each other. 
Also we establish a critical view on our own assumptions and interpretations to counteract any 
selective perceptions in the analysis. In this way, we believe, that the transparency of the study 
will enhance the validity. 
5.5 Empirical Research Method 
We undertook an inductive approach to the research process. This means that during the 
whole research process, we accumulated knowledge and results which again nuanced and devel-
oped our approach to the study. Our point of departure was the empirical findings and what ap-
peared as relevant throughout the whole process was included in our study. More specifically, 
we started out by wanting to get an insight into certain conditions in “the real world” which in 
this case was male ninth grade students’ media habits. We acknowledged that we knew very lit-
tle about people in that age group especially when it comes to lifestyles, habits and interests. So 
we decided to distribute a survey on media habits which could give us an idea of young males’ 
media consumption and media preferences. Following this, we prepared focus group interviews 
which where partly inspired by the survey results, partly by other research on media, and partly 
by our own hypothesis. 
The process of creating empirical data has therefore been approached inductively. Our in-
tention was to get an in-depth understanding and to show the complexity in the perceptions and 
experiences of the informants by uncovering their own descriptions, priorities and categoriza-
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tions when it comes to media use and perceptions of American culture (Kvale 2001, Halkier 
2002).  But also the analysis of the data has to a large extend been influenced by an inductive 
approach, since the empirical findings inspired and informed us in choice of those theories that 
also constitute the substance in the interpretation of the same data. This means that we chose 
relevant aspects of different theories as those “tools” we used to screen the data. 
As mentioned, we have chosen to conduct both a survey and focus-group interviews. We 
have found that these two methods can compliment each other despite of the often mentioned 
differences between the quantitative and qualitative approach (Kvale 2001: 76; Schrøder 2003: 
26pp). Inspired by Carol A. Smith14, who argues why the questions you ask in a study does not 
necessarily have to determine the choice of methods (Smith 1999), we decided to combine the 
methods to contribute to our insight and understanding. First and foremost, the way we com-
bined the two methods was with the intention to gather information for use in the research mate-
rial of the other method. That means the knowledge we gained from the questionnaires was used 
in the design of the focus group interviews. This strategy is also called “facilitation”, since one 
method is used to facilitate the other (Schrøder 2003: 356). Secondly, the two methods have been 
useful in accentuating different aspects of the study, the survey has described the target group’s 
present media behavior while the focus group interviews have described consequences and of 
their present media behavior. For both of the methods, the ambition and objective has been 
searching for patterns and questioning what is taken for granted. 
5.6 Survey 
In order to carry out a qualitative study of the effects of media on Danish youth, we need 
to understand how the subjects use the different media. Since we have not been able to find or 
did not have access to any relevant statistics on male ninth graders’ media habits in Greater Co-
penhagen, we decided to make a survey. By using this quantitative method prior to our qualita-
tive focus groups, we had the opportunity to ask standardized written questions, which are easily 
comparable afterwards. This would then give us an idea of any patterns of differences and simi-
larities among the media usage and preferences of our target group in their everyday life. 
We have first distributed a survey on media habits to a sampling of the target group. We 
found that the easiest way to get in contact with our target group would be through contacting 
different public schools in the area of Greater Copenhagen. The survey was meant to encompass 
different areas of Copenhagen.  
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 American professor at the University of California. 
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We contacted several schools and requested access to their students. Unfortunately, many 
of them responded negatively or simply did not respond at all, even after repeated efforts. Only 
two schools, Måløv Skole and Skolen ved Bülowsvej in Frederiksberg, granted us permission to 
use their students.15 This means we had to narrow down the number of people participating in 
this survey to about 25 students.  
We chose to have the surveys conducted in our respondents’ school time under supervi-
sion of us or their teacher. This was done partly because we would get more accurate answers 
from the students if they were in class, rather than if they filled them out at home or in their 
lunch break where they could have been more influenced by their surroundings. We also thought 
that doing them in school would be the easiest and fastest way to get all of the students to fill out 
and return the questionnaires. The fact that the surveys were conducted during school hours 
could have affected the outcome of the survey since they had to answer questions about media 
usage in a classroom setting since TV, computer, music, magazines etc mainly belongs to the 
leisure time which is a totally different realm of the students’ daily life (Schrøder 2003:24). But 
we felt that these disadvantages did not outweigh the advantages. 
5.6.1 Structure of Survey 
To give them an understanding of why we wanted them to participate in the survey, we 
introduced ourselves and explained that we were working on a report that had to do with the me-
dia habits of male ninth grade students living in Greater Copenhagen. We did not elaborate on 
any specific details of our report since some of them were to participate in our focus groups later 
on and we therefore did not want to bias them in any way. We also gave a short description of 
the design of the questionnaire to give them the information sufficient to answer, and we let them 
know that they could just ask for help if they needed any assistance. 
The aim of the questionnaire was purely to give us a description of the respondents’ be-
havior and consumption of media. We divided the questions into three different areas that cover 
which types of media they are exposed to, how much time is spent on these different types, and 
what media genres they prefer (See Appendix 1). The questions are a mixture of close-ended and 
open-ended questions. In each part, we start out by asking some easy closed questions and then 
proceed with the more abstract open questions before moving on to the next part. This structur-
ing of the survey is also called the “funnel model.”16 The advantage of this model is that it gives 
the respondent the opportunity to answer some general questions in the beginning without being 
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 Måløv is seen as a typical suburb of Copenhagen while Frederiksberg is more centrally located 
16
 “Tragt model”. The project groups translation. 
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biased by possible concrete events that they have to take into account later in the survey (Hansen 
& Andersen 2000: 135-136). Questions relating to a description of their media usage have fixed 
categories to choose from, while the respondents are free to construct the answers relating to 
their genre preferences. This way, we try to ensure that we get some comparable answers in re-
gards to their habits, while at the same time not ignoring or neglecting any specific preferences 
we have not thought of ourselves. 
While making the questions we have aimed at using everyday language and short and 
precise wordings, and have refrained from using any difficult words that our respondents might 
not be familiar with. We have done this in order for the language to seem as natural for the re-
spondents as possible and thereby avoid any misunderstandings. However, we were not able to 
avoid that some questions were interpreted in a different way that intended. For example, when 
we ask about their favorite TV-programs, some respondents understood it as genres such as mov-
ies and sports, instead of specific programs. 
5.7 Focus Group Interviews 
The survey has inspired us in relation to which aspects of young peoples’ use of media 
that could be interesting to get an insight into in the following focus group interviews. From the 
results of the survey, we have devised two focus groups with a smaller number of ninth grade 
males to get an in-depth look at their perceptions of the most popular forms of media. Our aim 
was to discover if our subjects perceive the cultural elements as American or if they “domesti-
cate” them into Danish cultural elements. 
Of the two schools that participated in the surveys, only Måløv Skole agreed to take part 
in the focus group section of our study. Initially, the focus groups were to have taken place April 
18, but due to unforeseen circumstances, the interviews were postponed until May 11. 
We found it appropriate to conduct focus group interviews rather than individual or group 
interviews. The main reason for this is our interest in the informants' ways of perceiving and in-
terpreting. One of the main strengths of the focus group interview is the possibility of generating 
this kind of knowledge through interaction between the participants (Halkier 2002: 12). By using 
this method, we learn more about the participants’ common perceptions. If we focused more on 
their own perceptions or feelings, individual or group interviews could probably provide better 
information, simply due to the extra time spent on each informant (2002:15pp). Moreover, we 
find it important to gain knowledge about the way meaning is constructed in the target group. 
When members of the group interact, we have the possibility of observing how the informants 
agree or disagree on certain topics, from which we learn about their way of socializing and their 
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common understanding (2002:15). In line with Bente Halkier17, we find that this kind of knowl-
edge is more likely to become explicit in a focus group interview than through individual inter-
views (2002: 12pp; 16pp). On the other hand a weak point of the method is the tendency of con-
formity and polarizations which can affect the variety of the informants’ statements (2002:17). 
We will keep this in mind when analyzing the interviews. 
5.7.1 Structure of Interviews 
Both interviews have been conducted at the students’ school during the day. We are, as 
mentioned earlier, aware of the possibility that an institutional setting might not be the ideal op-
tion (see 5.6 Survey), but we felt this was the best solution in order to be able to coordinate the 
interviews with all the informants. Also, the school setting is familiar to them so they feel more 
comfortable about the uncommon situation of an interview. 
We started off with introducing ourselves, explaining the purpose of the interviews, and 
presenting how the interviews were going to be structured, so the participants were sure of what 
was going to happen, and how we expected them to participate. 
Following this, we handed out a small and simple questionnaire with a few questions that 
addressed certain facts about America and Denmark (see Appendix 3). The inspiration for this 
was based on another survey made in Australia on the influence of American culture on the Aus-
tralian culture which came up with the following results: 
Through the saturation of our television networks with American movies, situation comedies, 
and assorted other TV shows, Australians often know more about the USA than they do about 
their own country. A minor survey carried out by this author asked Australian-born subjects to 
list the states, native tribes, and national leaders of both Australia and the USA; sadly, most 
people could name more of those from America, rather than from Australia. The results were an 
indication of the deep American influence upon our society.18 
 
Beforehand we made sure to let them know that it was not meant as a test of their knowl-
edge, but only for us to get an insight in how well known these two countries are to them. The 
questionnaires were answered individually as we did not want any of them to feel embarrassed if 
they were not able to answer the questions. The results of these questionnaires will be discussed 
in a following section. 
Regarding the interview guides, we have chosen to use a combination of the loose and 
tight structure. This “funnel model” uses the advantages of both the tight and loose structure in 
that it allows a certain liberty for the participants to discuss and interact as they like, as well as 
having the specific questions answered (Halkier 2002: 45). When conducting our interviews, we 
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made use of the “funnel model” by first asking open questions about how they perceive America  
in order to learn more about the respondents’ thoughts, opinions and knowledge about American 
culture, and then moving on to more specific questions related to the different TV-clips that were 
shown during the interviews (see Appendix 4).19 
The focus group interviews with the students have been structured around the same 
themes, but different follow-up questions have been asked in order for us to get a better insight 
into additional dimensions of the informants’ media experiences. 
5.7.2 Recording of Interviews 
The interviews were recorded and everything unspoken is thus omitted (Kvale 2004: 
161). Furthermore they have been transcribed, which is a source of information loss since it is 
not possible to translate spoken language into written without conducting an interpretation 
(2004: 167). In relation to the transcripts we have emphasized to reproduce the conversations as 
precise and detailed as possible (Halkier 2002:76) (see Appendix 7 and 8). 
5.7.3 Analysis of Interviews 
We have analyzed the interviews thematically which mean that we have divided the em-
pirical data into several topics. This we have done with the intention to cover several aspects of 
the cardinal question. During the analysis we will register the informants’ understanding of and 
attitudes towards media and American culture. We will also note how they categorize and distin-
guish American culture. A field of interest for us in this report is to look at the significance of 
media as transmitter of culture. Are our subjects consciously aware of the American influence 
coming through the mass media? We believe that there is a correlation between the way Ameri-
canized Danish media is perceived and the status American culture in general holds by the audi-
ence. This leads us to further explore the status American culture holds in the eyes of our target 
group. 
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tions and the interview guide for the focus group. 
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6.0 Survey Results 
In this chapter we will present and explain the results from our survey. We will mainly 
focus on those results that have inspired us in the design of the focus group interviews.20 
In the beginning of the survey we asked our respondents to state their age, their postal 
code and whether they have a TV in their own room. There is a significant difference in media 
consumption between children that watch TV in the living room, often with their families, and 
children that have a TV in their own room (MacBeth 1996: 49-52, Drotner 2001: 153). By ask-
ing them this question we thereby wanted to see if this could cause any major differences in our 
respondents’ media use. All but three respondents replied that they have a TV in their own room 
(see chart). This means that they are to a higher degree responsible for the choice of TV pro-
grams watched. 
A question that we did not ask but would have 
been beneficial for us to know was if they had access to 
cable-TV or satellite-TV in their own homes, since this 
has a huge effect on their usage of the TV-media. 
In the next part of the survey we asked the respon-
dents to state how many hours a day they spend on each 
of the different media. With magazines and DVD films, 
however, we asked them how much time is spent per week since they might not use these media 
every day. Some of these questions caused some confusion since some students were unsure 
about the exact meaning of the question, for example, when we ask “How many hours a day do 
you watch TV?”. The intention of the question was to get insight into how many hours they ac-
tively watch TV. However, they were not sure and asked if they should answer how many hours 
they actively watch TV or how many hours the TV is on. The difference can be huge. 
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From that point the survey is divided up in five main parts, which include TV, radio, 
game consoles, Internet and magazines. From our survey we can see that the top four TV chan-
nels among the respondents are DR1, TV2, TV3 and TV3+ (see chart). From our randomly se-
lected programming week, we see that two of the favorite channels, TV3 and TV3+, rely heavily 
on American programming. American shows and films accounted for 82% of TV3’s weekly 
schedule and 88% of the programming on TV3+. The overall favorite, TV2, had 43% American 
programming in the same week, while DR1 had just 14%. 
In terms of the genres watched by our respondents, sports, news and comedy score the 
highest. The programs selected as most popular in the sports and news categories are Danish 
productions so we will treat them as secondary for now (we will look into the American related 
segments of news programming later). Comedy scored an overall of 30% of the favorite pro-
gramming on TV, thereby being the largest single area of interest among the respondents. This 
category is, however, split into a Danish (17%) and an American (13%) segment (see chart). We 
will therefore concentrate on the latter segment, and more specifically on the American sitcom 
segment. Our survey, furthermore, tells us that the most popular shows in the American sitcom 
genre are The Simpsons and Friends. Because The Simpsons received the most overall votes, we 
will incorporate it into our further study. 
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We also 
asked the survey 
respondents what 
music they pre-
ferred to listen to. 
This survey ques-
tion was, how-
ever, only posed 
to the respondents 
at Måløv school. 
Four out of 13 
respondents (30.7 
%) mentioned 50 Cent as being one of their favorite musical performers. In second place came 
Korn with 3 votes, followed by Eminem with two votes. We have chosen to incorporate 50 Cent 
into our further investigation as he received the most votes. He is also part of the same record 
label and musical genre as Eminem who came in third, so in the top three there seems to be a 
dominant interest in the hip hop genre. 
When they have singled out specific shows or music in the survey which they enjoy, then 
we must assume that the awareness, understanding and influence of those programs is higher 
than with other randomly picked shows. In a later section we will take an in-depth look at The 
Simpsons, the news as a bearer of information on American society, and the newest pop-cultural 
musical sensation 50 Cent. These three areas are the ones that scored the highest in the survey, so 
naturally they will be further incorporated into our investigation. 
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7.0 Program Description 
The following chapter will describe the three media clips that were shown in the focus group in-
terviews. The clips were chosen based on the results of our preliminary survey. Two of the three 
clips, The Simpsons and rap artist 50 Cent, are American produced forms of entertainment that 
have found popularity in Denmark. The remaining clip is a Danish news station’s retelling of a 
factual event that occurred in America. The clip uses American produced footage but has voice 
over and subtitles in Danish.21 
7.1 The Simpsons 
 
The Simpsons is a half hour sitcom created by Matt Groening. It was 
aired for the first time in 1989 on the FOX Network Channel. The 
Danish channel TV3+ airs three episodes of The Simpsons every 
weekday night from 6:30 - 8:00 p.m. On the surface level, it is a half 
hour show about an American working class family. The family con-
sists of father Homer, mother Marge and their three children: Bart, the angst-filled rebel, Lisa, 
who is too smart for her own good, and Maggie, whose main contribution is to suck a pacifier 
and look cute. We follow their every day lives and the problems they encounter in the fictional 
town of Springfield. Through the years, the show has also created story lines around the family, 
friends and neighbors of the Simpson family. 
During the last sixteen seasons the show has grown to new international heights and is 
currently aired in over 60 countries. In 1999, Time magazine declared The Simpsons the best TV 
show ever.  In an article in The New York Times, June 20th 1999 critic Jeff MacGregor states 
the following about the show’s audience: 
 
The fans of The Simpsons can be classified into these pepper categories. ‘Mild’ fans enjoy the 
site gags on the show - Homer falling down, Bart pulling off pranks, someone's pants dropping. 
Their viewing rituals are random. ‘Medium’ fans of the show watch with more consistency and 
identify some of the layers of humor within each episode. ‘Hot’ fans are regular viewers, know 
many of the characters in the show's enormous cast, remember episodes, catch pop culture ref-
erences and laugh out loud every time Homer is on-screen.22 
 
The audience of The Simpsons is very diverse and the show has found success worldwide, 
as correlated by our survey results. The respondents of our survey overall voted The Simpsons as 
their favorite show. This tells us that they are probably familiar with the characters and the un-
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derstanding of the show. The Danish sociologist Henrik Dahl is a self-proclaimed fan of The 
Simpsons and has written an article describing the Simpson family as if it were a Danish working 
class family (Dahl 2005). He sees no problem in “translating” each family member into values 
and relating them to his local Danish environment. The core of the Simpson characters seems to 
be made up of some predominant western values/issues, thereby making the show transcend the 
local environment (American culture) while using aspects of American culture (namely pop-
cultural elements) as a common frame of reference for the global target audience. In our further 
investigation we will look into how they “read” the show and thereby also look at their aware-
ness of American culture and pop culture, which are central themes in The Simpsons. 
The clip that we will be showing our focus group comes from the episode entitled King-
Size Homer. In the episode, Homer looks for an excuse to get out of a new exercise routine being 
implemented at the power plant where he works. He develops a plan to gain enough weight to be 
classified as disabled, which will allow him to work from home. 
This clip was intentionally chosen as it deals with some typical American stereotypes, 
mainly that Americans are fat and lazy. Although this stereotype is indeed rooted in fact,23 we 
feel that our target group may hold an unrealistic and inaccurate view on the problem of obesity 
in America. The clip begins with the media visiting Homer’s new workstation in his home. He 
then goes to the local mall and visits a store called The Vast Wasteland, where he can find 
clothes to fit his new girth. The store features several severely obese models, thus further feeding 
into the obese American stereotype. 
The clip also touches on the stereotype that Americans are violent. America is often seen 
as a violent society, although the U.S. Bureau of Justice has shown that violent crime has de-
creased dramatically since 1993.24 In the clip, Homer is thankful that he does not have to drive to 
work that day and alludes to instances of violence and road rage. By deliberately showing exam-
ples of these two commonly held and provocative American stereotypes, we hope to get a feel 
for what The Simpsons tells our target audience about American culture. 
To be able to understand all of the punch lines in the show you need to have a broad un-
derstanding of America and American culture. For instance, in the clip we show, there are at 
least two references to American pop culture that may not be fully understood by our target 
group. The first comes while Homer is trying to figure out how to use the computer. When the 
computer instructs him to begin by “pressing any key,” we see Homer struggle to find the key 
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labeled “Any.” In his search, he gets thirsty and decides to order a “Tab.” Tab was a very popu-
lar soda in American in the 1980s. It has virtually disappeared in America and was never offered 
in Denmark. The second reference comes when Homer vents radioactive gas, killing off a large 
section of farmland. A farmer is then shown and says, “Oh no, my corn! Paul Newman is gonna 
have my legs broke!” This is a reference to the actor’s line of various food products bearing his 
name and likeness. As the products are not sold in Denmark and Newman is best known for his 
movies in the 60’s and 70’s, we again feel that this reference will be lost on our focus group.  
While not understanding these references does not take away from the ability to understand or 
enjoy the episode, they illustrate that our focus group may not be able to watch The Simpsons on 
the same “level” as those more familiar with American culture. 
7.2 The News 
Two other Areas of interest were mentioned in our survey, namely sports and the news. If 
we look into which programs are mentioned in the sports category, then most of the respondents 
chose Onside as their favorite program. This is a Danish-produced weekly soccer program on 
TV3+ that is very limited in its direct American references as soccer is much more popular in 
Europe than in the USA. We have therefore chosen to focus on the other larger area of interest 
mentioned, the news. 
Danish television covers many aspects of the global scene. The awareness of the Ameri-
can involvement in the Middle East, for example, has provoked some young teens in Denmark to 
take action in form of demonstrations. These concrete actions are not so much results of Ameri-
can influence but rather the opposite. These actions may be seen as attempts to try to build iden-
tities in opposition to existing American norms and values and the increased globaliza-
tion/Americanization process that is taking place. In this manner we can talk about a ‘reversed’ 
influence. Some people point to fiction in the media as a source of bad influence on the youth, 
but what about the violence and horror they see in the news? 
The news gives us the opportunity to learn how the kids are influenced by real events tak-
ing place in America. Professors David Gauntlett25 and Annette Hill26 see a clear correlation be-
tween the existentialist phase that one is in at a certain time in their life and the preference of TV 
programs and the understanding of them. One of the trends that they have noticed in their re-
search is the change in TV program preferences once kids become teenagers and are at the end of 
their primary school education. “Research has shown that children approaching teenage years 
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gradually watch the news more, and have an increased interest in their political environment.” 
(Gauntlett & Hill 1999: 67). 
It is a natural part of their development. Many aspects of their lives are in transition and 
naturally this is reflected in the program preferences. The kids are even aware of their own de-
velopment towards adulthood. Many kids see the increase in the level of factual news as a part of 
growing up (1999: 67-72 & 82-87). This means that what is watched on the news often becomes 
the object of conversation among peers and thereby being up to date on global and local issues is 
a necessity for ones social interaction with one’s peers (1999: 85). 
One central aspect that distinguishes the sitcom genre from the news is the time horizon. 
Most sitcoms are approximately half an hour shows that are somewhat coherent and self-
explanatory. Segments in the news, on the other hand, are usually two to ten minutes depending 
on the other stories that day and the sensational value of the story. This means that stories about 
current events in America shown in the Danish news often require a general understanding of 
how American society functions. Furthermore, isolated cases from abroad are seldom followed 
up on (in opposition to “process” stories such as the war in Iraq) meaning that the recipients are 
often left with a worst-case scenario and no factual follow-up information on the story. By using 
a news segment in our further investigation we will try to see how such isolated cases are re-
ceived and processed by our target group. How is their perception of America based on isolated 
cases? We believe that the news can help us to get an idea of the perception of America in rela-
tion to the factual situation of America. 
The news clip we will show the subjects is DR1’s TV Avisen (TV News) coverage of a 
high school shooting in Red Lake, Minnesota. In March 2005, a 16-year old high school student 
shot and killed five students, a teacher and a security guard at Red Lake High School. The stu-
dent also killed his grandfather and his grandfather’s girlfriend earlier in the day. When police 
raided the school, the young student then fatally shot himself. 
TV Avisen’s clip shows scenes from outside the school and features interviews with a stu-
dent of the school, as well as school and local officials. The clip describes the shooting as being 
the worst case of American school violence since the infamous Columbine shootings in 1999. 
The broadcaster also alludes to the shooter’s Internet activities, where he posted on various neo-
Nazi websites as “Todesengel,” German for “angel of death.” 
The shooting is an example that, in theory anyway, could happen in a Danish school as 
well. Through a discussion we will try to get an understanding of how our informants view these 
kinds of incidents. Why did it happen? If the media is to blame then why did it not happen in 
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Denmark as we basically watch the same programs? And finally, do the students feel a similar 
incident could happen in a high school in Denmark? 
7.3 50 Cent 
 
 Finally we would like to touch upon the area of music. Most of 
the respondents named rapper 50 Cent as being one of their favorite 
musical performer. 50 Cent is one of the most popular rap entertainers 
today. He is known for his past involvement in urban gang activity and 
he exploits these past experiences to sell records. 50 Cent is perhaps 
best known for the fact that he survived being shot nine times. This is 
a fact that he, and his record label, uses as a marketing and 
promotional tool. In the world of hip-hop, being “real” is perhaps of 
more importance than musical talent. By showcasing the fact that 50 
Cent has been shot and is a former drug dealer, he and his marketers look to cash in on 50 Cent’s 
“realness” and market it to the masses. 
50 Cent has had unquestioned international success. His newest record, released in March 
of this year, has sold over four million copies in the United States, according to Billboard statis-
tics.27 Likewise, 50 Cent’s album has been a strong presence on the Danish record charts, peak-
ing as high as eighth on the official Danish charts.28 
The distinction between the brand 50 Cent and the real person (Curtis Jackson) can be 
hard to determine. In opposition to The Simpsons, which is fictional29 and the news that is fac-
tual30, 50 Cent seems to intentionally want to blur the lines between fact and fiction. This way he 
can keep up his public image as a street thug while at the same time create new business ven-
tures, such as the partnership with Reebok to create and distribute G-Unit31 sneakers, and 50 
Cent’s G-Unit clothing line. 
We will be showing our focus group the video for 50 Cent’s current single, Candy Shop. 
The single has reached as high as fourth on the Danish singles charts and is played often on 
channels aired in Denmark such as The Voice and MTV Europe. The video is filled with the 
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typical clichés associated with hip-hop, namely women and material goods while at the same 
time showcasing several aspects of 50 Cent, the brand. 
For example, the video starts with 50 Cent pulling up to a mansion and stepping out of an 
expensive sports car. The camera then zooms in on his feet, to show that he is wearing the G-
Unit sneakers. As the video progresses, 50 Cent is surrounded by beautiful, half-naked women as 
he raps his sexually explicit lyrics. Through it all, he promotes his clothing line by wearing vari-
ous G-Unit outfits and also promotes artists on his G-Unit record label by giving them cameos in 
the video. 
We also feel that the Candy Shop video is full of images that are often associated with the 
United States, those of excess, wealth and so-called “beautiful people.” Again this 50 Cent case 
can help us to investigate some topics that are often raised in the news media in America and in 
Denmark, e.g. minorities, crime and stereotyping, as well as addressing some common American 
stereotypes. 
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8.0 Genre 
With the liberation of the Danish media’s monopoly in 1988, the Danish TV audience 
gained easier access to a more varied and international selection of programming. In the late 90’s 
the competition between the large domestic TV networks grew significantly (mainly TVDan-
mark, TV2 and TV3) in regards to who could achieve the best ratings with the younger segment 
(Brunn 2004: 7). This gave rise to ‘new’ initiatives in order to reach the younger viewers. 
In any literary analysis of a text one must first determine the framing of the text. How is it 
to be understood? What expectations should the receiver have before reading the text? These are 
central aspects for understanding the intentional meaning of a text. The meaning of genre and 
context, however, does not only apply to the written text. It also applies to the understanding of 
TV programs. 
As mentioned in a previous chapter, our survey results showed us that 86% of the re-
spondents have access to a TV in their own room. This means that there is a larger degree of 
autonomy in the selection of programs than earlier. The variety and availability of TV programs 
and channels has also increased significantly over the last fifteen years and this has left the 
young viewers with a broad variety of options. When confronted with this many options every 
day, the viewer has to have some general understanding of the shows in order to single out one 
over the other. One of the first steps in determining what kind of show is aired is the genre: 
 
Genre is a principal factor in the directing of audience choice and of audience expectations 
(‘shall I watch X?, what might it be like?) and in the organizing of the subsets of cultural compe-
tences and dispositions appropriate for watching, listening to and reading different kinds of 
things. (2004: 25) 
 
 According to John Corner32 the frame or the genre of a specific show determines whether 
the viewer chooses to view it in the first place and how (s)he understands it. Hanne Brunn33 
states reception studies have proven that there is a connection between genre and reception 
(2004: 27) 
The viewer’s preconception of a show, based on its genre, influences the way the show is 
perceived by that viewer. Statements made in specific shows should be understood in that show’s 
context in order to gain a full understanding of the intentional meaning. Different genres have 
their different dogmas. Some genres such as the news have many traditional and internationally 
acknowledged rules on how to present the content. The news is as sub-genre to the factual genre 
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and a clear understanding of the content presented is imperative. Factual misunderstandings 
could lead to great troubles, and with a target audience as broad as that of the news, the message 
has to be clearly presented in order to avoid misunderstandings. The news networks have to tar-
get their programming to the lowest common denominator among their broad sectored audience. 
The fictional sub-genres, such as comedy have different sets of dogmas, in particular the 
sitcom sub-genre that includes shows such as The Simpsons, where irony is used extensively. 
They make use of the different genres’ dogmas intentionally in order to create irony and contem-
porary criticism34. An example taken from The Simpsons is the 
characterization of the local TV news anchorman Kent Brockman. 
When he is in the TV studio or live on location he abides by the 
dogmas present within the factual news genre as mentioned above. 
The irony arises when the factual dogmas are taken out of their 
normal context and put into a new context (e.g. a cartoon world). 
This awareness and usage of the viewers’ unconscious cognitive schemes help to create 
the irony which the show is so famous for. It does, however, also demand more from the viewer. 
In our focus group interviews we will see how our informants perceive and understand these 
ironic features. 
Unlike the broad news segments that try to reach out to as many viewers as possible, The 
Simpsons has its own set of rules. By being one of the pioneers within the animated sitcom genre 
that were critical of contemporary society, the creators of The Simpsons helped to set up a new 
set of dogmas that has since been followed by other animated sitcoms such as Family Guy, 
American Dad and Futurama. An understanding of these shows and the level of irony must 
therefore presuppose some awareness of the dogmas in the different genres prevalent on TV. 
In between the factual and the fictional genres we have an artist like 50 Cent. His brand is 
built on the identity of his own person (Curtis Jackson), but he mixes the factual information 
with the fictional to create the entertainer and brand 50 Cent. Gangster rap artists like 50 Cent try 
to tell a story about their “factual” lives through the use of fictional music videos and lyrics. 
Their lyrics can likewise be understood on different levels. Some people “read” the image and 
lyrics of 50 Cent in the context of the factual genre while others “read” him in the context of the 
fictional genre. The two ways of perceiving the artist have two very different outcomes. The big 
dispute about artists like 50 Cent is often rooted in these two modes of perception. 
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As we mentioned earlier, we see the brand 50 Cent as being a mixture between the fic-
tional and the factual genres. He follows the dogmas prevalent in the gangster rap sub-genre. 
These are rooted in reality but are adapted into the norms of the entertainment industry for com-
mercial purposes. This genre or context is one that is often misunderstood by people standing 
outside the hip-hop environment. One source to the problem could be the miscorrelation between 
the sender’s intentional meaning and the perceived message with the receiver. 50 Cent is ex-
posed internationally in popular mass media even though he is rooted in an underground preva-
lent African-American urban subculture. In contrast, it is estimated that between 65-70% of the 
gangster rap music is purchased by white suburban teenagers.35 As 50 Cent’s lyrics are partially 
based on his own experiences on the streets of New York we can assume that some misunder-
standings could occur with the large and varied fan segments. In our focus group interviews, we 
will investigate how ninth grade suburban males perceive his image and lyrics. We will see if 
they perceive 50 Cent as being fictional, factual (or a mixture of the two) who intentionally blurs 
the lines between the two genres in order to create fear and fascination at the same time. 
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9.0 Focus Group Analysis 
In this chapter we will analyze the interview transcripts. First, we are going to present 
how the focus group interviews went and our reflections on what might have had an impact on 
the outcome. Then we will comment on the results of the questionnaires handed out right before 
the interviews and what these results tells us about the students’ knowledge concerning the 
American society. After that we will start the actual analysis. The analysis is based on theoretical 
themes, themes mentioned in the TV-clips, and themes that were brought up by the informants 
themselves. We have divided the analysis into two main sections: one section has to do with how 
the students perceive America in regards of how they talk about American culture, what stereo-
types they bring up and their view upon this culture. The other section focuses on how the stu-
dents interact with the media, how they approach different types of genres, how the different TV-
clips portray the Americans and the American society, and how the students relate to and are in-
fluenced by these media images. 
9.1 Presentation of Focus Groups 
Prior to the interviews we chose to divide the eight male students in the class into two fo-
cus groups. However, one student was not present on the day of the interviews, so we ended up 
with one focus group of three informants (Int. A) and one with four (Int. B). We asked the 
teacher if he would divide the students up for us, since he was most familiar with them, so we 
got a fair mixture of talkative and quieter students in each group. Therefore, the following groups 
were created36: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Overall the two focus group interviews went well. Initially it was a bit difficult to get the 
students started on the discussion, however they got more and more talkative and interacted more 
with each other as the interviews progressed. In focus group A, two of the informants seemed 
extroverted, talkative and interested in participating in the interview. The remaining informant, 
however, seemed introverted and insecure about the interview situation and did not respond or 
interact much with the others in spite of several attempts by the interviewers to include him in 
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the discussion. As a result, the interview basically consisted only of two informants, which at 
times made it difficult to generate good discussions. 
The discussions went smoother in the focus group with four informants. In this group 
there was also a difference in the informants’ level of participation in the discussions but they all 
participated to some degree. One informant from this group seemed especially bright and extro-
verted and at times he dominated the discussions. 
The fact that there was a female interviewer present in one focus group and not in the 
other might have had some influence on how the interviews proceeded. For example, in the all-
male focus group there were some comments on how good-looking the girls were in the 50 Cent 
video, which were not brought up in the other focus group. However, since they did not discuss 
any potential embarrassing subjects or anything specific to gender we did not experience any 
significant problems with having a female interviewer in the all male focus group. We have also 
considered the fact that we had an American moderator present in one focus group. This could be 
a source of error since some of the students might not feel comfortable saying negative things 
about America in the presence of an American. We did not experience it as being a problem 
since, as the following will show, they did not seem to have any problems with criticizing Amer-
ica and Americans. In the beginning of the interview the moderator also made it clear to the stu-
dents that they should not hold anything back because of him and that he was not able to under-
stand them anyway. 
9.2 Questionnaire Results 
 As mentioned earlier, our intention for starting the interviews with a short questionnaire 
was to get an insight into the respondents’ knowledge of America and Denmark prior to discuss-
ing these subjects with each other. From the questionnaires we can see that their knowledge 
about Denmark is more or less accurate whereas their knowledge of the U.S. is greater in terms 
to perceived negative elements than it is to general questions. 
 Not one of the students correctly knew the number of American states and guesses on 
America’s population ranged from very low (60 million) to very high (375 million)37. Less than 
half of the respondents could identify the legal driving age in the United States and only one 
could identify the legal drinking age in the U.S.38 
All respondents correctly identified the United States President as George Bush. One 
could argue that regardless of the current political climate, most Danish students would be able 
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to name the U.S. President. However, the amount of negative press coverage George Bush has 
received due to the war in Iraq and America’s foreign policy can be attributed to the respon-
dents’ own negative opinions on Bush. 
When asked what the emergency telephone number is in the United States, all but one 
correctly answered 911. This can be seen as another example of the respondents knowing mostly 
about the ‘negative’ aspects of America. 
Compared to the Australian survey, which we have mentioned earlier (see 5.7.1 Structure 
of Interviews), the results from our questionnaires show that the respondents did not know more 
about the American society than the Danish society. In the following sections we will explore 
how media might influence our informants’ perceptions and knowledge about America. 
9.3 General Perceptions 
Interaction with media makes people able to travel to distant places; by watching televi-
sion people are able to enter different worlds. This is a central aspect of the way processes of 
globalization relate locally bound experiences with worldly images and events. The students in 
the focus group also articulate this in their account of knowledge about America. All of them 
more or less agree with Claus’s statement, “I have absolutely no knowledge about the USA be-
sides what I hear in the media.” (Int. B: 46-47). Despite this lack of personal experience, all the 
students have very strong opinions about the U.S. and American culture. 
9.3.1 Stereotypes 
The informants’ perceptions of America and its culture have been formulated by means 
of the media. Through this media consumption, certain shared sentiments, opinions and stereo-
types have been created. Although they comment about the United States being a large country 
full of opportunities, the students mostly seem to see America as a violent, unhealthy, and mate-
rialistic society. On the other hand however, they seem to recognize that the pictures of America 
disseminated by the media are exaggerated (Int. B: 289-293) and not always to be believed (Int. 
A: 969) and that “[…] it could be that it [America] is something completely different when you 
go over there and experience it.” (Lars, Int. B: 205-206). The awareness of a possible difference 
between what they see in the media and how it might be like in “the real world”, can be seen in 
relation to how Hjarvard, on the basis of Manuel Castell39, describes how the media creates a 
new reality where visibility determines whether something is real (Hjarvard 2003:44). The stu-
dent’s statement shows how this particular user of media is aware of what might be excluded in 
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certain versions of America, and it shows a reflexivity and understanding of the existence of sev-
eral versions of representations of “reality.” 
Although they recognize the potential for media bias, the above-mentioned themes were 
repeatedly touched upon in both focus groups. The three video clips that were shown to the stu-
dents were chosen for their portrayal of what we thought would be commonly held stereotypes. 
As Jørgen Stiegel tells us, stereotypes are created by being depicted over and over again (see 3.7 
Stereotypes). Based on our own media experiences, we expected our informants to mention 
stereotypical American traits such as obesity and violence. 
Even before the clips were shown, the students proved our suspicions to be correct. When 
asked how their lives would be different if they lived in the United States rather than Denmark, 
among the first things they mentioned were that they would eat more fast food, exercise less and 
be subjected to more violence and crime (Int. A: 77-93; Int. B: 97-102). 
Our focus group’s perception of positive aspects about the USA seemed rather vague and 
abstract. The American Dream, possibilities and chances of “making it over there” were the only 
really positive aspects mentioned (Int. A: 167-173; Int. B: 170-173). There was no elaboration on 
what this meant in reality and how these abstract concepts were understood by our informants. 
In contrast, the informants were very specific and concrete when describing what they 
viewed as negative aspects of American and American culture. Among the negative topics 
brought up by both groups were long physical distances, violence, access to guns, pollution, un-
healthy lifestyles and the American political and social systems. Interview B informants perceive 
Americans as having a divided society with divided family structures, leading to instability. 
 
Claus: “I’ve heard something about, with the families, they . . . when they have dinner, they sit 
where they wanted to sit in the house and so, they did not sit together around the table . . .” 
Michael: “They’re also not talking together like we do . . . when we are talking about how our 
day has been.” 
Jens: “[The family structure] is perhaps more superficial, in my opinion” 
(Int. B: 117 – 129) 
 
This perceived division goes beyond the family structure and into society as a whole. 
They view American youth as being more segregated into opposing cliques and groups, creating 
a lesser sense of togetherness and community, and more instances of bullying and harassment 
(Int. B: 392-393) . This lack of togetherness can lead to individuals falling further from society, 
where they have no one to rely on other than themselves and nowhere to turn when they have 
problems. 
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I think it is easier to fall away from society because of those segregations . . . They are more dis-
tinct . . Over here, if there is someone in class that perhaps not at all is together with anyone, 
then they would at one time or another would be confronted with it . . . But over there, it’s a lot 
like you have to take care of yourself . . . so they are almost getting totally ostracized and some-
thing and then there is no problem in getting a gun and that only makes it worse. 
(Jens, Int. B: 418-421; 519-522) 
 
9.3.2 Violence and Weapons 
Access to weapons and America’s gun laws are themes that were brought up repeatedly 
in both focus groups. This might have something to do with them having recently watched Mi-
chael Moore’s critical movie Bowling for Columbine on violence in America in class, which we 
will deal with later in the Discussion chapter. It is their perception that a majority of Americans 
have weapons and that America is a dangerous place to live. They have the opinion that many 
high schools in the United States are equipped with metal detectors to keep weapons out of 
schools (Int. A: 82-85; Int. B: 406-408). They see the presence of metal detectors in schools as a 
factor that would impact their daily lives and their sense of security. 
 
. . . Yeah, people with weapons among you . . . you would feel, I think, I wouldn’t think that it 
would be comfortable if you were going to school and they would not trust that you did not have 
any weapons on you and that you had to go through a metal detector. Well, in Denmark, they 
give you that trust and of course you don’t break it. 
(Peter, Int. A: 836-841). 
 
This view could be said to be a bit exaggerated and stereotypical since statistics show that 
just 2% of American schools have a fulltime guard and daily or random metal detector checks. In 
addition statistics also show that American children face less than a one-in-a-million chance of 
being killed at school. However, there is some truth to the view that America is a more danger-
ous place to live in regards to weapons, since recent statistics show that guns have killed twelve 
times as many children in America than in all other industrialized countries.40 
Both focus groups make a connection between the amount of perceived violence in the 
United States and what they see as an absence of social intervention, especially in regards to 
youth. Both groups pointed to the roles of their own teachers and school police in being involved 
in their lives and helping to keep them and their peers out of trouble, and wonder if the absence 
of similar programs in America is partly to blame for the amount of violence (Int. A: 416-419; 
Int. B: 441-460). Tomlinson describes how local direct experiences differ from mediated experi-
ences. This example shows how the students interpret the American society and system from a 
local point of view. Their point of departure is their own immediate environment and what they 
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have experienced in their daily life which, when compared to their image of America, seems like 
a safer community. However, the reason for this judgment could be that they only have experi-
enced America through the media and therefore are not aware of the possibility for similar 
“safety nets” with teachers and school police in the United States. 
In the informants’ opinion, the accessibility to weapons and the American right to bear 
arms are the biggest factors in the amount of crime and violence in the U.S. They all believe 
there is much more crime in America than there is in Denmark (Int. B: 139-140). In relation to 
this, when asked if they would choose between living in the United States and living in Den-
mark, violence and crime were stated as reasons for not wanting to live in the United States. 
 
I would for sure live here in Denmark because of there is not that much crime and violence as in 
the USA . . . There is a bigger chance to get killed in the USA than here . . . so I feel more secure 
here, for sure. 
(Claus, Int. B: 178-180) 
 
They see crime as being more accepted in the USA, and at times even glorified. One in-
formant remarks that committing crime is not a social taboo and in some cases, could turn one 
into a hero figure (Int. A: 408-413). In some respects, the boys see crime and violence as an in-
evitable byproduct of such a large and highly populated country such as the United States (Int. B: 
220-222). 
9.3.3 Lifestyle 
Crime and violence were not the only unhealthy aspects of America that the informants 
discussed. They seem to hold strong notions that a majority of Americans are obese and have a 
generally unfit lifestyle. When the informants were asked what would be different if they lived in 
America, one of the immediate responses was that they would eat more fast food than they do 
now, and would be unhealthier overall (Int. A: 80, 86, 88-93; Int. B: 98-100). 
Not only do they see obesity as being more prevalent, they also feel that it is more ac-
ceptable in America to be overweight. When shown The Simpsons clip, the informants felt that 
such a situation could not happen in Denmark. If an individual in Denmark were to become too 
fat to report to work, they feel he would simply be fired from his job. To our informants, obesity 
is considered more of a societal problem in Denmark, as opposed to in the United States, where 
it is simply accepted (Int. A: 338-340). 
While obesity is brought up several times, there are no concrete examples given. That 
Americans are obese is simply a commonly-held assumption shared by the target group. This 
again corroborates our assumptions that the target group would have certain stereotypes created 
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by their media consumption. The mentioned stereotypes are, as Stiegel describes it (see 3.7 
Stereotypes), based on certain prejudices that might hold some truth but are distorted and gener-
alized to such an extent that they now are perceived as a fact about a whole nation’s people. 
Pollution is another negative aspect of America brought up in our focus group discus-
sions. In general the boys see Americans as playing a key role in global pollution, in part by 
driving their cars everywhere (Int. A: 155-157). In relation to pollution, they also point to The 
Simpsons clip as evidence that the United States has a nuclear program and are not as conscious 
about environmental problems.  
 
It [The Simpsons clip] explains pretty well that they [the U.S.] have nuclear programs and they 
are not as environmentally conscious and stuff . . . That’s what it [the clip] tells, but it tells it in a 
funny and exaggerated way and stuff, but you get to know some things. 
(Peter, Int. A: 334-336) 
 
As evidenced by Peter’s statement, the informants gains some of their knowledge about 
America directly from fictionalized television accounts. 
9.3.4 American Attitudes and Values 
A final negative aspect of America brought up in the focus groups was the perceived ar-
rogance of Americans and their ignorance towards other parts of the world. In focus group B, 
there was a discussion about America’s attitudes towards themselves and the rest of the world. 
They see a connection between America being the mightiest power of the world and Americans 
having no knowledge and understanding of what goes on outside of America (Int. B: 90-100). 
They see these attitudes as being held by Americans in general and not just by the government’s 
foreign policies. 
 
Jens: “I also think it is a big part of the American mentality that about . . . that ‘We are so big 
and we are so good’ . . . also it’s like that Americans today have the perception of that ‘We 
[Americans] are the biggest in the world’ . . .” 
Lars: “They hardly know where Denmark is.” 
(Int. B: 250-253) 
 
Some of the aspects regarded as negative also had some positive sides, in the informants’ 
opinions. While on one hand, they point to America’s materialism, they also seem to envy Amer-
ica’s material goods. When asked what was “typically American” about the 50 Cent video, the 
boys pointed out material things such as money, cars, clothes and they also mentioned women, 
who in the music video appear as being material goods. At the same time as considering these 
material things as superficial (Int. A: 557-566, 829-840), they also seemed to want to get their 
hands on some of the same goods (Int. B: 563-575). What was seen as typical American behav-
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ior was to draw attention to your wealth and material gains (Int. A: 662-663). They also see it as 
an American concept that if one has money, they can get whatever they want and even buy 
themselves out of any potentially negative situations (Int. B: 193-196). 
In addition to seeing Americans as focused on money, the informants also feel that 
Americans are more interested in fame and attention than Danes. They state that it is an Ameri-
can trait to yearn for fame and recognition (Int. A: 276; Int. B: 341-345). At the same time they 
say that, since America is so big, one really has to stand out from the masses in order to achieve 
fame and recognition (Int. B: 611-617). 
As previously mentioned, the informants spoke in vague terms about the possibilities pre-
sent in the United States. Several informants, while not getting into specifics, see America as 
having more opportunities and fewer restrictions than Denmark (Int. A: 168-169). In contrast to 
this, one informant feels that Denmark is actually the freer and less restrictive country (Int. B: 
188-190). The same boy who views Denmark as the freer country pointed out after The Simpsons 
clip that if the show were to take place in Denmark, Marge would not be a stay-at-home mom 
(Int. B: 318-320). It can be said that he sees women as having a more equal footing in Danish 
society, and that gender roles are more traditionally defined in the United States. 
9.3.5 The American System 
There are other aspects of American society that, although not expressly discussed as 
negative, stood out as being different from the informants’ own society in Denmark. For in-
stance, they are aware that Americans pay for their own education and health insurance unlike in 
Denmark (Int. B: 110-112). One informant also stated that America has more people that live in 
poverty when compared to Denmark and that these conditions could be responsible for some of 
the social ills in America (Int. B: 394-397). 
The American legal system was also discussed, with one informant calling the police in 
America “crazy” (Int. A: 1022) and focus group B talking about America’s litigious society. In 
discussing the tendency of Americans to sue one another in the court system, the group discussed 
two examples involving media. In the first, they talk about hearing about an American suing a 
video-game company after his car was stolen, claiming that the popular game Grand Theft Auto 
was to blame (Int. B: 481-490). Secondly, they talked about an episode of the popular American 
sitcom Spin City, where a character was accidentally shot by a security guard. When the security 
guard was subsequently fired from his job, he then filed a lawsuit against the shooting victim 
(ibid.). These were given as examples of Americans “suing for the most ridiculous things” (Lars, 
ibid.). 
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9.3.6 Status of America 
While they may not have been concrete in explaining what they view as positive about 
the United States, it is clear by both their media choices, as evidenced by the initial survey, and 
by their responses in the focus groups, that the U.S. holds a high status among young Danes. 
 
Yeah, I think that Denmark dreams about being like the USA in some ways . . . that about being 
known for a little bit of time, right . . . and just the whole luxury . . . cheap things and big houses, 
I think many Danes look up to [that] . . . A lot of the [Danish] youth anyway . . . their jewelry and 
clothes and lifestyle . . . cars and so on. 
(Michael, Int. B: 366-368, 372-375) 
 
That all of the informants described the positives of America in mostly abstracts terms, 
yet were very specific about what they viewed as negative, it can be said that the media’s role as 
a bearer of culture is clearer in regards to perceived negative aspects. Again, the informants all 
agreed that everything they know about America comes by way of the media. That they can 
point to various concrete perceived negative concepts, yet were hard-pressed to name specific 
positives of America, shows a correlation between the focus of the media and its role in convey-
ing cultures. It is therefore our opinion that a significance of media as bearer and transmitter of 
culture is, that negative cultural traces are easily identified and stereotyped by our target group 
when transmitted through media, whereas positive and assenting cultural traces and elements are 
rarely identified and noted. They are simply incorporated into and arranged with the existing cul-
ture. 
9.3.7 Interest in America 
Another interesting observation made on basis of the students’ answers regarding what 
they perceived as positive about America and American culture, was the fact that none of the 
students mentioned the music they listen to, the movies they watch, the sports and computer 
games they play as being positive, even though these products originates from America. They 
were aware of the products being American but for some reason they did not relate them to the 
positive images they had of America. Although we did not ask them specifically about this as-
pect, one explanation could be that they have incorporated the music, the movies, and the sports 
etc. into their own youth culture to such an extent that they do not even perceive them as being 
anything but a natural part of their lives. If so, this shows how the global influences the local and 
how cultures meet and mix and new hybrid cultures are created; for example the American-
produced music is now a part of the students’ local life in Måløv. 
Although it clearly shows from the surveys and the interviews that these students interact 
with American culture throughout their daily lives, then they do express hesitation when it comes 
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to a more direct interaction. When asked if they would choose to live in America or Denmark if 
they were given the choice, all of the students in focus group A prefer Denmark and the well-
known surroundings (Int. A: 126-137); however, they do show some interest in visiting America 
on vacation (Int. A: 1029-1037). The students in group B are more curios and open towards the 
thought of living in America but they all stress that it would only be for a limited period of time. 
They are attracted by the sports, the bigger cities that have more to offer, and also by the fact that 
America is an important and powerful nation (Int. B: 177-200). These statements correlate with 
Gitte Stald’s study on young Danes’ identity in a global world. In her study she shows how 
young people explicitly express feelings of national belonging and that they generally are proud 
of being Danes and find that Denmark is one of the best places to live (Stald & Tufte (eds) 2002: 
142). 
So even though the informants in our interviews show awareness of America through 
mediated experiences, and even though they to some extend have incorporated elements of 
American culture into their own lives, they do show hesitation about physically entering this par-
ticular country. They are very skeptical towards certain aspects and certain conditions of Amer-
ica, and this attitude towards the global is partly based on media images. Through the media they 
experience the extremes of America which makes small Måløv seem even more attractive. So 
when Hannerz talks about media making people a little more cosmopolitan then it should also be 
mentioned how media can make people a little more local too. 
9.4 Media Understanding 
9.4.1 Categorization of Simpsons’ Audience 
In relation to learning about the informants’ perception of America through the TV media 
we showed them three clips from three different genres. The first one was from the fictional 
animated TV sitcom The Simpsons. As mentioned in the Program Description chapter, Jeff Mac-
Gregor divides the show’s target audience into three main groups, the “mild”, “medium” and 
“hot” peppers. In relation to our informants most of them fall within the “mild” peppers category 
as they state the main reason for watching the show as being entertainment (Int. A: 236,280-284; 
Int. B: 325-327). Some of the informants are more regular viewers of the show and they under-
stand the references to contemporary American society and the irony as well (Int. A: 240, 257; 
Int. B: 329). This segment is similar to what MacGregor calls the “medium” pepper segment. 
Lars and Jens in focus group B both agree that the representation is extreme in the show, how-
ever, it reflects the American way of life (Int. B: 292-293). Finally we have the “hot” pepper 
segment which MacGregor characterizes by a full understanding of the above mentioned points 
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and the pop cultural references. The informants in focus group A were asked about two Ameri-
can pop cultural references from the clip, Paul Newman and the soda Tab. None of the infor-
mants knew who Paul Newman is (Int. A: 304-310) and the Tab soda was misunderstood as sim-
ply being soda on draft (Int. A: 316). These misunderstandings exclude the informants from the 
“hot” pepper segment. But it is also an example of how viewers experience TV-programs in the 
context of their everyday lives (Schrøder 2003: 122). The students, asked about the meaning of 
these two specific clips, did not posses the cultural frame necessary for understanding the refer-
ences. Instead they constructed a meaning that made sense to them: Paul Newman was the 
farmer’s brother (Int. A: 323). 
9.4.2 The Simpsons’ Portrayal of America 
As seen above, the fictional genre is mainly viewed as entertainment. The informants 
recognize the thematic and ironic use of elements in contemporary American culture in The 
Simpsons but the humor is what is accentuated as the central reason for watching the show. The 
majority of the informants state that they have never been to America or have any personal con-
tact with people who have, so their understanding of the cultural references41 has its roots in the 
media as well (Int. B: 46, 53; Int. A: 38). The nature of the references that the informants hold in 
relation to The Simpsons must therefore also be predominantly extreme, exaggerated or isolated 
sensational cases. As both ‘layers’ of representation of American society are exposed through the 
same media (the ironic representation in The Simpsons and the more factual in the news pro-
grams) we see the risk of an overall extreme representation of American society as being present. 
One of the informants is aware of this overrepresentation of extremes and he mentions that he 
does not know of any accurate representations of either American or Danish families in any TV 
series as that would be too boring to watch (Int. B: 691-695). Jens from focus group B partially 
blames the media for the stereotypes prevalent in society: “Like, it [The Simpsons] is one of the 
pictures you get of Americans because this series is shown worldwide…it sort of creates this pic-
ture of the extreme obesity and so on and so on…it is something like, this series…doesn’t give 
any concrete information.” (Int. B: 294-296). Again we see an awareness of the worldwide expo-
sure of extremes without any factual backup. But despite this awareness how do these represen-
tations effect the informants’ perception of America? 
                                                 
41
 The informants mention issues such as pollution, crime, obesity and mentality in relation to The Simpsons. 
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9.4.3 Crime and the News 
One of the sources in which the informants gain their factual knowledge is through the 
news. When confronted with the news clip on the high school shooting in Minnesota they 
quickly connect it to a similar incident in Columbine, Colorado in April, 1999 (Int. A: 360; Int 
B: 390). Even though the other incident happened more than six years ago it is still present in the 
recollection of the informants. This may, however, be due to the fact that the class saw the Mi-
chael Moore documentary movie called Bowling for Columbine (ibid) in the weeks leading up to 
our focus group interview. The movie made a big impression on the students, but they still have 
a hard time imagining anything similar happening in Denmark and specifically in their own envi-
ronment: “I don’t think, even if we had the opportunity, then I don’t think we would shoot 
around.” (Anton, Int. A: 386-387). The effects of Bowling for Columbine will be further dis-
cussed in the Discussion chapter. They are all convinced that the current social system and laws 
in Denmark prevent such episodes (Int. A: 423-425; Int. B: 400-401). Although this conception 
might not be totally mistaken, then it might also be based on the students’ lack of ability to relate 
to such mediated events like high school shootings. According to Tomlinson, they feel more or 
less “outside” the particular incident and believe that this only happens in far away and alien 
places. 
9.4.4 Extremes 
When discussing possible reasons to why these kinds of incidents happen in America one 
of the informants states that the laws on gun control are too liberal (Int. A: 397-398). Peter in 
focus group A refers to a new legislation that has passed in an unnamed American state that 
gives the residents the right to shoot strangers in the street if they feel intimidated (Int. A: 400-
401). He states this in the discussion on why high school shootings occur and why the easy ac-
cess to weapons makes people more violent. This is an example of how the informants remember 
certain factual incidents from America from the media which they then connect to other factual 
incidents even though they happened in different states. This shows some degree of factual 
knowledge among the informants in relation to America without the informants distinguishing 
between different states. The problem arises in connection with the content of the examples ac-
centuated. 
The informants in both focus groups state that the cases and representation of America 
presented in the media have a tendency to cultivate the extremes (Int. B: 224-227). Peter states 
that there is a lot of focus on crime in the media (Int. A: 475) and later on in the interview he 
gives an example of how the media has a tendency to focus on isolated stories that have sensa-
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tional value instead of addressing general and more “complicated” problems such as pollution 
(Int. A: 891-897). 
 Finally at the end of the interview, Peter states that he knows more about America than 
neighboring Sweden despite the fact that he has been to Sweden several times (Int. A: 975). All 
these pieces of information tells us that isolated and sensational factual stories about America are 
perhaps more often exposed in Danish media than “normal” everyday news stories and the type 
of news segments are more extreme in their nature. Even though the informants gain all their in-
formation on America and American culture through the media they seem to be pretty conscious 
about what they are being exposed to. But when analyzing their general statements on America 
there seems to be some repetition of the tendencies seen in the media. 
9.4.5 Images of America and Denmark 
Michael in focus group B states that the news segment is the one of the three clips that 
represents America the best (Int. B: 679). This is a natural observation due to the factual nature 
of the news genre in which the story is presented. 
None of the informants comment directly on the lack of positive stories. The awareness 
of the media’s structural working process (the focus on the extremes and sensational values) 
seems to stop with what is left out of the news coverage. This leaves the informants with a 
somewhat realistic picture of the content shown on TV but not of the full picture or context from 
which the specific story is taken. In this respect we see some tendencies to describe America(ns) 
in a somewhat stereotypical and extreme manner. The following quote is taken from focus group 
B: ”Some of them anyway...I see America as there being the smart people who created Windows 
for the computer and all kinds of nuclear physics and then there are all of those who are not very 
smart. That is what I have learned.” (Claus, Int. B: 354-356). Here the informant describes how 
he sees American society in two extremes, the people with success and the ones who never 
amount to anything. This statement correlates with the one made by Jens in focus group B that 
says that it is the people who do not have success who are isolated from society and driven to do 
things like high school shootings (Int. B: 519-522). Both perceptions of America are centered 
around the extreme representations from the media. When the tables are turned and one of the 
informants describes how he thinks Americans perceive Denmark and Danes, he is quick to label 
them as being self centered and oblivious to what happens around them: ”…The situation today 
is that Americans believe that they are the biggest in the world and Norwegians and Danes just 
run around with axes” (Jens, Int. B: 250-252). This is a natural critic of a foreign perception of 
one’s own culture as the informant has some personal experiences to evaluate the stereotypical 
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statement about Danes and Norwegians. As mentioned, the vast majority of the informants have 
no personal experience or relationship to America(ns) and therefore they are not able to distin-
guish clearly between their own representational facts and sensational facts (extreme or stereo-
typical facts). 
9.4.6 Portrayal of America through 50 Cent 
The awareness and transparency of genre and media structure becomes even more blurred 
when talking about the artist 50 Cent. When asked whether they are able to relate to the topics in 
the music one informant says that the issues mentioned in the music are more extreme than what 
he knows from his own daily life in Denmark (Int. A: 763). Another informant replies that he can 
relate to the problems through the knowledge he has gained about the ghetto in the media (Int. A: 
757). Again, we see that the frame of reference is media based without the informants ever 
touching on the issues first hand. This shows how they are able to relate to such a distant life-
style. Tomlinson refers to this as non-reciprocal relations of intimacy. The rap star 50 Cent has 
become a part of the students’ lives, they listen to his music, they wear his clothes, and they talk 
about him with each other. 
In relation to 50 Cent some of the informants are confident that it is a somewhat realistic 
representation which they are being exposed to: “Maybe the extreme of it. There are probably 
places that are like that.” (Anton, Int. A: 331). On behalf of the factual knowledge which the in-
formants have about 50 Cent both focus groups believe him to be the real deal: Michael: ”He is 
not a wannabe gangster. Lars: No, he is the real deal” (Int. B: 553-554). They base this percep-
tion partially on factual information such as 50 Cent having been shot nine times and survived 
(Int. B: 550-552) and now wears a bullet proof vest (Int. A: 598). The informants’ overall per-
ception of 50 Cent is that he came from the ghetto and worked his way to the top. They still be-
lieve that he has close contact to his old neighborhood in New York (Int. A: 592), although he 
actually lives in a multi-million dollar mansion in Connecticut. 
Another point mentioned in connection to 50 Cent is the commercial element. The above 
written factual points accentuated by the informants as reasons to why they believe 50 Cent to be 
authentic are also part of what attracts them to the artist. This is what separates him from the 
wannabes, that he has this personal story to tell (Int. A: 796). At the same time the informants 
display an awareness of the commercial elements in the Candy Shop video. Lars states that get-
ting shot nine times and surviving is an excellent promotional tool (Int. B: 621) indicating that he 
is aware of the fact that 50 Cent exposes this in an extreme manner to win over more fans for 
being authentic. The paradoxical thing about this statement is that what Lars is criticizing is the 
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exact same thing that attracted him to 50 cent. In relation to exposing the fact that 50 Cent has 
been shot Anton from focus group A states that there must be a reason why 50 Cent wears a bul-
let proof vest (Int. A: 598). Again we see an awareness of the exposure of 50 Cent’s past being 
overplayed by the fascination with his story. In the comparison with other rap artists, Anton ex-
plains that 50 Cent’s stories seems to be more realistic; he mentions that he has heard about 50 
Cent in the media but he has not heard about the other artists (Int. A: 806-808). For Anton it is a 
criterion for truthfulness that a story has been brought in the media, which relates to Castell’s 
explanation of how media creates a reality based on visibility. Because 50 Cent’s life story is 
visible in the media, then the informants believe it must have some truth to it. 
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10.0 Discussion 
10.1 Bowling for Columbine 
America is sitting on our world, I am making films that have to do with America (because) 60% 
of my life is America. So I am in fact an American, but I can’t go there to vote, I can’t change 
anything. I am an American, so that is why I make films about America.42 
- Lars von Trier (Danish movie director) 
 
The above quote is taken from a press conference at the annual film festival in Cannes. It 
illustrates the impact of America on the everyday lives of Danes and the need to relate to Amer-
ica as a natural consequence of its enormous presence. Von Trier has, like our informants, never 
been to America. Similar to them, his perception is to a large extent based on the media’s repre-
sentation. In the same interview, von Trier stated that the American president “is an asshole do-
ing idiotic things” (ibid). We see this as being a clearly negative attitude towards American cul-
ture in line with the statements made at our focus group interviews. However, when looking at 
another influential contemporary film director who is in fact American, we see the same critical 
stance towards the country. In the following we will take a closer look at the role of Michael 
Moore in relation to our focus group analysis. 
As mentioned in the analysis, all of our informants had seen the Michael Moore docu-
mentary movie, Bowling for Columbine, a few weeks prior to the interviews (Int. A: 360; Int. B: 
391). We feel that this may have influenced some of their statements especially in connection to 
the discussions on violence and guns. We are aware of the fact that some of the informants have 
also been exposed to two out of the three shown video clips prior to the interviews, as our selec-
tion of these were based on our initial survey results. However, we feel that the Michael Moore 
movie may have influenced the course of the interview in a somewhat different manner. 
 Michael Moore is a contemporary critic of American society and like von Trier, he is a 
controversial film director as his movies are viewed by many people as being very biased, 
mainly due to his technique of mixing entertainment, humor and harsh political critique. Most 
people have strong opinions on his work according to their own beliefs and we see this attitude 
as being present in our focus group as well. 
 The movie Bowling for Columbine takes up several topics but as the title indicates the 
main story is about the high school shooting in Columbine, Colorado in April 1999. Relating to 
this story are topics such as violence, gun control, media coverage, media influence and pollu-
                                                 
42
 http://multigraphic.dk/lounge/wordpress/?p=1443 
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tion. These are topics that relate to our interview questions and we see a clear correlation be-
tween the informants’ statements and the above described documentary movie43. 
 The first time the informants mention the movie is in connection to the clip shown to 
them of the Minnesota high school shooting. Surprisingly, none of our informants had heard 
about the recent shooting in Minnesota but they all knew about the Columbine tragedy that took 
place more than six years prior. We see this as an expression of the sensationalized coverage of 
the Columbine story compared to the recent incident. We asked the informants why they think 
that such episodes happen in America and they mentioned different areas that could have influ-
enced the gunman to take the actions he did. 
 The first issues brought up in relation to the shootings are the accessibility of weapons, 
gun laws, metal detectors and isolation. Some of these issues are brought up by examples from 
Moore’s movie. 
 In focus group B, Claus and Michael both explain the easier access to guns in America 
through the movie: “Yes. You just need to locate a bank and then they hand you a weapon.” 
(Claus, Int. B: 398). This example on how any individual can go into a bank and get a gun, is the 
opening scene in the movie. Michael Moore found a small bank in Flint, Michigan, where you 
are given a rifle in exchange for opening an account. This has obviously made an impression on 
our informants but their perception of the case varies slightly. Their statements indicate that this 
is something that can be done in any bank in America as both statements refer to a bank and not 
to any specific one. This is another example of how information is perceived and then general-
ized to include all Americans by our informants. 
 Other examples given by the informants refer to the media coverage and the mentality of 
the news stations. Anders in focus group A tells a story about how the media chose to air a story 
on a petty thief instead of the much more serious story of pollution in Los Angeles, although the 
pollution affects many more lives (Int. A: 891-897). Again this example is taken from the Moore 
movie where he asks a police officer why he does not do anything about the pollution caused by 
the big corporate firms instead of a petty thief. The informant has obviously understood the point 
about the media’s role in the portrayal of elements in society and their preferences in their cover-
age. 
 Other places in our interviews the informants do not mention Moore directly yet we see a 
clear connection between their examples and the movie. One is a reference to the controversial 
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 As mentioned Michael Moore has a somewhat unique technique of blending entertainment, humor, facts and po-
litical critique. A lot of the critique raised in relation to his movie is due to confusion on how to understand his 
movie. Critics criticize him with point of departure in the dogmas for the classic documentary genre. They call him 
biased because he blurs these lines. This confusion due to genre is also one seen among the respondents. 
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rock singer Marilyn Manson and his influence on his fans, the same singer was interview in the 
film about his role in the high school shootings in Columbine, where he denied any responsibil-
ity. The informants repeat the same arguments in the focus group interviews (Int. B: 496). An-
other statement is about people in Canada not locking their doors because of the low crime rate 
(Int. A: 880-882). Michael Moore walks around the city of Windsor, Ontario opening peoples’ 
doors to confirm this point. Both examples are specific and unique cases and we cannot help but 
to attribute them to the movie. 
 We feel that these examples confirm that Bowling for Columbine has had some impact on 
our informants. There are other clear examples in the interview but there are also some more 
questionable ones. One informant in focus group B states that he heard about small kids finding 
weapons at home and firing them (Int. B:403). He does not mention this in connection to the 
movie but there is also a case in the movie that looks into a tragic event where a five-year-old 
boy brought his uncle’s gun to preschool and shot a girl in his class, thereby making him the 
youngest gunman in American history. His story could therefore refer to the Michael Moore 
movie. If this is the case, then it is interesting how he explains this story. He says that one has 
heard about episodes in which such things happen. He generalizes the isolated and sensational 
case to include several others thereby once again taking the notion to the extreme. 
 The informants are, however, aware of the agenda set by Michael Moore. Anders in focus 
group A says that he is aware of the fact that Moore focuses on the negative aspects of American 
society (Int. A: 902). But in connection to the statement above, maybe this is forgotten with time 
and the single cases that are often extreme in their nature are turned into general perceptions of 
America. If we look at how they use the examples from the movie we do not see any individual 
reflective traits in their accounts. On the contrary, we see a tendency to reproduce the stories in 
an uncritical way according the sender’s agenda. 
In relation to the influence of the movie we will say that our interviews may have had a 
different outcome had they not seen it. This shows how media consumption has an effect on the 
students’ perception of the American society and culture; they are actually influenced by what 
they watch even though they are aware of how media works and how media sometimes depict 
certain stories and events in a biased way. However, it is also important to notice the way the 
students themselves comment on this. We asked them whether they believed if media could 
somehow influence actions such as high school shootings. Focus group B did not answer this 
directly (Int. B: 470-485) but focus group A was convinced that while the media might have 
some kind of influence, it is never to the extent that it makes people commit murder; instead they 
see this explanation as a way of “excusing” young peoples behavior (Int. A: 484-485). On the 
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basis of these statements, it can be said, that the students are aware of the possibility of media 
influencing them but they do set certain limits to the degree of the influence. What makes this 
interesting is not so much that they do not think media can cause more violent behavior but the 
fact they are aware of media influence but not when it comes to the possibility of their own per-
ceptions of the world. They do not question the way America is portrayed in the media. 
10.2. Media Images 
Along with the stereotypes created by violent images of the news, popular American 
films and hip-hop music, we can also see that the focus group has created other stereotypes 
through their media consumption. For instance, when asked if The Simpsons was typical of the 
American lifestyle, Claus and Lars of Group B discuss its “exaggerated” perspective while at the 
same time arguing that what it shows about obesity is actually true (Int. B: 289-293). While rec-
ognizing that the clip shows an exaggeration, they still seem to buy into the stereotype that 
Americans are obese. This can perhaps be attributed to the sheer number of shows that include 
images of obese Americans, such as various daytime talk shows and reality shows like Tab og 
Vind!.44 By these media images, the focus groups are obtaining a biased picture of American so-
ciety. When the media chooses to broadcast these images repeatedly, they are perpetuating a 
stereotype with no regards to presenting a balanced representation. 
The same can be said for some of the images present in the 50 Cent Candy Shop video. 
When the informants point to money, cars, fancy clothes and jewelry as “typical American,” they 
are again buying in to stereotypes produced by the media. There seems to be a perception among 
the focus groups that America is a land of extremes. There, one is either an enormous success 
with wealth and fame, or an unintelligent nobody (Int. B: 353-361). The repeated media images 
of extreme wealth, shown by celebrity “insider” programs, lavish music videos, etc, are con-
trasted with televised images of poor ghettoes to create the illusion that there is no middle 
ground. 
Both focus groups also talk about America’s large cities, such as New York and Los An-
geles, as appealing places to either visit or live (Int. A: 1029-1037; Int. B: 188-190). This should 
come as little surprise, since these cities are the ones most often depicted in television, movies, 
and music. However, there are just as many Americans that live in smaller towns, suburbs and 
rural areas as those who live in the larger metropolitan areas. By largely ignoring these other lo-
cales in popular media, a stereotype is created that America is a land of extreme wealth, as evi-
                                                 
44
 Tab og Vind! is an American program that features severely obese contesting participating in a weight-loss com-
petition. Its original American title is The Biggest Loser. 
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denced by depictions of places such as Beverly Hills, or of extreme poverty, as shown by depic-
tions of New York City’s ghettoes. The middle ground is lost in the shuffle, giving those from 
outside America an inaccurate portrayal of the nation as a whole. 
The images shown in the media are often stereotypical, but at the same time without the 
media the students might not have much knowledge about America. This leads to the question of 
whether the media creates an insight into foreign cultures or just reproduces stereotypes about 
the foreign. There is no doubt that, through the media, the students are able to create an aware-
ness of other countries and other cultures, but the images shown in the media are often stereo-
typical portraits confirming the already existing picture of Americans being unhealthy, violent, 
ignorant etc. However, it could also be argued that the students can relate easier to the stereo-
types that they are already familiar with, those stereotypes that are being shown over and over 
again in the media. 
10.3 The Local vs. The Global 
As we mentioned earlier, according to Gauntlett & Hill, the teenage years are normally 
associated with a development of one’s own identity and an increased interest in foreign cultures. 
As a result, the teenagers have an increased interest in factual news stories concerning local as 
well as global issues (See 7.2 The News). 
In the analysis we have seen that global issues, distant from the reality of the local envi-
ronment, are often remembered as negative while the issues which relate to the immediate envi-
ronment are generally perceived as local issues even though they originate in America. Accord-
ing to Tomlinson, the local issues will almost always prevail over the global issues because of 
the personal relationship which the receivers have to the issues at hand. This could be an expla-
nation to why the media as a transmitter of culture generally has a negative connotation with our 
informants. One can say that the local and the personal (and thereby more ‘real’ to the receivers) 
is compared to the global, sensational and isolated cases exposed in television. After being ex-
posed to daily sensational images, the informants gradually start to generalize and incorporate 
the media based stereotypes into their own awareness and perception of America. The global and 
unrepresentative sensational issues become “opposites” from which the informants can evaluate 
their own lives, cultures and identities. Over time, the negative attitudes towards the isolated 
cases turn into a general negative perception of America, thereby creating a further distancing. 
In contrast to this, we do not see a problem when our informants incorporate foreign 
products (including movies, music and TV programs) into their local environment. Material 
items are easier to incorporate into the local environment as they can be understood and utilized 
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in that isolated setting. Shoes, basketball and clothes are somewhat intrinsic as their origin is 
secondary to the product itself. With the issues that are commonly regarded as negative by our 
informants, there seems to be a larger disagreement with the content itself. The overall outcome 
is a predominately negative perception built on extreme representations of the American system, 
isolated and sensational cases and daily repetitions of stereotypes. 
10.4 Domesticating the Foreign 
If we return to the quote by von Trier, most Danes (especially those from the Greater Co-
penhagen area) are bombarded by American impressions every day. On a random week we 
measured the percentage of the American segments on the predominant Danish TV channels to 
be 63% (See 1.0 Introduction). Besides the TV media the American influence also spreads out to 
clothing (during the interviews, the informants wore G-unit shoes, Pelle Pelle and Dada)45, music 
(50 Cent and other American artists) and American movies. Accumulated through a normal day 
in the lives of our informants we must say that the overall impact of American culture is similar 
to the statement made by von Trier.  
The students differ from von Trier’s statement about American influences on daily life in 
the sense that they have incorporated cultural elements associated with America such as fashion, 
music, sports etc. to such an extent that they see them as a natural part of their own youth cul-
ture. This means that the students might not agree with America “occupying” 60% of their lives 
since they perceive specific cultural elements first and foremost as an integrated part of everyday 
life and secondly as “products” originating in America. It was not until the moderators men-
tioned American music, shows and movies as being “positive” aspects of American culture, that 
the informants acknowledged them as being American. It is as if they do not consciously recog-
nize these things as American. Because the shows are seen and the CDs purchased in Denmark, 
they are seen just as much as being Danish as they are as being American. The form of cultural 
hybridity that the students have created is to some degree caused and reinforced by the fact that 
they have grown up with a constant presence of American influences. All their lives they have 
been used to seeing images of American culture depicted in advertisements, movies, TV-shows 
and through music, and practices such as playing basketball or eating hamburgers have become 
part of ‘normal’ behavior and not something extraordinary and very foreign. 
One of the initial motivational points which sparked our interest was the overwhelming 
presence of American culture in the lives of Danish teenagers. After carrying out the interviews 
we have realized how big a part of their lives include American elements. Seen in relation to 
                                                 
45
 The mentioned brands are popular American hip-hop style clothes. 
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Tomlinson’s concept of deterritorialization of cultural experiences, we now see it as a natural, 
almost necessary part of the students’ personal development to relate to America in some man-
ner. The content and the understanding of this is to a large degree left to the individual. We saw 
that 86% of the informants have a TV in their own room and we see this as an expression of 
them being more in control of what they watch. Furthermore, in many situations this can result in 
them not having any adults to share their thoughts with, causing them to take a stance towards 
American culture on their own.  As we have seen in connection with 50 Cent and Michael Moore 
this can have some negative consequences in regards to understanding the agenda set by the 
sender of the content and the context from which the specific story is taken. In both these cases it 
has resulted in a very dominant negative attitude towards America. The informants do not seem 
to recognize that their television preferences lay the foundation for their perception of America. 
If the attitude towards certain foreign cultures reflects and/or determines the choices in pro-
gramming, the informants’ negative views may become self-perpetuated. Perhaps as the infor-
mants move further into the teenage years a further interest in broader factual programs will 
grow. In relation to the point made by Gauntlett and Hill, concerning an increased interest in for-
eign cultures and global issues as teenagers develop, the informants of this study may be able to 
formulate more nuanced perceptions of foreign cultures in the future.  
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11.0 Conclusion 
Among our cross section of ninth grade males in the Greater Copenhagen area, percep-
tions of America are formed solely by the media. With so much American influence present in 
the Danish media, it is unavoidable that certain perceptions and stereotypes about America 
would be formed by our target group. 
Their perceptions of America seem to be characterized by negative images. These images 
relate to what the target groups see as various trademarks of America and American culture. 
Crime, violence, weapons and an unhealthy lifestyle seem to go hand in hand with what our in-
formants see as a segregated society with little security, and a nation of arrogant and ignorant 
people. 
There are positive perceptions of America however, but seemingly these are more ab-
stract, unexplained and not as reflected upon in contrast to the very concrete and explicit under-
standings of the negative aspects about the USA. 
It is our point then, seeing what we found in our analysis, that our target group is less 
aware of cultural elements which could be considered positive and appealing in the television 
media. These elements are then often not recognized, but we believe that they are incorporated 
and generally adopted in one way or another into their daily lives via their media choices, styles 
and language, among others. 
Through this report, we are able to argue that commonly held stereotypes and prejudices 
about America are reinforced via television. These stereotypes consist of, among other things, 
the target group’s perceptions of America as stated above. With shows like The Simpsons poking 
fun at issues such as obesity, news clips broadcasting violent images and artists like 50 Cent glo-
rifying a materialistic and superficial society, the media choices favored by our age group per-
petuate these stereotypes. 
We see it as a significance of television as transmitter of American culture, that negative 
aspects and stereotypes are identified and held as common perceptions, while appealing and 
positive aspects might be adopted without any further reflection. Furthermore our focus groups 
were aware that all of their perceptions about the USA were created, formed and influenced by 
their media consumption and that their perceptions might be biased and have no relation to real-
ity. Still they reasoned for their perceptions created by media and stated in the interviews their 
perceptions as a valid and realistic idea of America. It is then evident that the consciousness 
about the television media’s biased, exaggerated and stereotyped image is not drawn into per-
spective when perceptions of the USA are voiced. 
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13.0 Danish Abstract 
 
Dette projekt omfatter en undersøgelse af unge danskeres (9. klasses drenge i Storkøben-
havn) opfattelse af Amerika og Amerikansk kultur. Undersøgelsen indeholder både kvantitativ 
og kvalitativ indsamling af empiri i form af spørgeskemaundersøgelser såvel som fokusgruppein-
terview.  
Der er i undersøgelsen valgt tre cases: The Simpsons, TV Avisen og 50 Cent, hvorigen-
nem målgruppens opfattelser af Amerika bliver i tale sat. Derudover bliver der i undersøgelsen 
fokuseret på stereotyper, særegenheder ved fjernsynet som kulturel 'budbringer' samt målgrup-
pens forestillinger af Amerika og generelle medie vaner.  
Vi sætter teoretiske begreber som kulturel hybriditet, transnationale kulturer og globalise-
ring i perspektiv si forhold til undersøgelsens formål.  
Rapporten konkluderer på, hvordan medierne fremstiller visse stereotypiske billeder af 
amerikanere og den amerikanske kultur. Derudover bliver specifikke opfattelser af Amerika 
kortlagt blandt målgruppen. Hvorefter sammenhængen mellem mediernes fremstillinger og mål-
gruppens forestilling bliver tydeliggjort. 
 
